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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of three 
techniques in teaching sixth grade science. Three science units comprised 
the program. 
Educational techniques and their application to specific subjects 
seam to be a problem that is not easily solved. The experienced and the 
fledgling teacher are obliged to draw from their experiences the teaching 
techniques which they feel are the most appropriate. Tnese techniques 
are then evaluated by the inquiring individual. Involved in this evalua-
tion are many variables such as the individual's own personality, a 
philosophy that is learned and acquired, efficiency of time and materials, 
and the attainment of goals. All these must be thoroughly weighed in 
' 
order to establish whether his time was well spent in planning or if his 
efforts warwworthless pursuits, in view of his purposes. 
Methods of teaching are procedures of experimentation. Learning to 
discriminate by the consequences that accrue are the rewards and failures 
of effort. Method is a process by which one may manage material in order 
to develop a conclusion. A teacher must provide the environment which 
stimulate a the learner's mind. The method is the vessel which carries 
the content to the learner. The educator must provide modified stimuli 
so that responses will result in the shape of desirable, intelligent and 
interested reaction. 
statement of the Problem 
The value of each technique was measured by objective tests: a pre-
test, final test and a delayed test, which included the facts, apprecia-
tions and understandings of each unit, 
The three techniques used were (1) the viewing of sound films, (2) 
the project method, and (3) the use of a textbook and worksheets. 
~technique employed by this writer was the project method, This 
method seemed logical as its use provides a sense that is seemingly 
authentic, that of actually doing and making something and seeing its 
relationship to the subject studied, 
The sound motion piottire and slide film are perhaps the most popular 
tools in the educational field. Because of an ample supply, ease of 
accessibility and their valuable content, it was decided to examine and 
use this medium as a source in comparing teaching methods, 
Perhaps no learning situation seems complete without the use of a 
standard textbook. A textbook, together with worksheets developed by 
this writer, was employed, These book1 ware used during class time, 
Students were given the worksheets, a textbook and an assignment, Natural-
ly, the application of all of these instructional methods was a~ed 
by the use of lectures, organized study groups, introduction of material, 
time for questions and answers and drawing conclusions. 
The question of maintaining a diversity of method is an issue which 
cannot be disposed of easily. All method decisions are value judgments. 
A chosen method, because of its high degree of utilization, does not 
2 
guarantee the learner will benefit by that method, The content is the 
important concept to be transmitted, and the method a procedure used to 
deliver the objective, However, the presentation of any concept cannot 
be overlooked, The response desired by a teacher depends on hmv much 
interest he can generate, Thus, method is a course of action which must 
be considered carefully. 
3 
CHAPTER I 
SU1ruARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Slide FilmB and Motion Pictures 
The research reported will be concerned with films and film strips, 
project method and textbook method in the area of science teaching. 
A review of the literature about audio-visual aids reveals sUbjective 
preference to slide films and the motion picture. The survey 'vas specific-
ally aimed at procuring factual evidence which would either indicate its 
efficiency or underlie this procedure in relation to science at the 
elementary level. Very little literature was found which would sUb-
atantiate reliable results for teaching a unit on science at the sixth 
grade level. However, experiments measuring the value of films in 
science areas were numerous. 
"The first experiment with educational talking pictures 
•vas probably the one conducted in Middlesex County, England. 
The main objective of this Btudywas to discover the place 
which sound films might ultimately occupy in schools, 
assuming that suitable picture material would be forthcoming. 
More than 3,500 pupils and 180 teachers participated. 
All classes, each having fewer than 50 pupils, were shown 
the films, some once, and same twice. Each class was divided 
into two sections, one receiving'a·preparatory lesson, the 
other having no preparatory work before the film was shown. 
A complete report of this study will be found in Sound Films 
in Schools, "The Schoolmaster" Publishing Company. Essay 
examinations were sent to all schools and each teacher 
scored her own pupil's tests. Pupils were tested not only 
immediately after the conclus1ons of picture study but also 
after a lapse of a number of daye. 
The answer to the questionnaire indicated that the 
teachers were generally agreed that this new medium of 
4 
instruction stimulated the pupils to greater activity. 
The teachers were also agreed that this medium aided per-
ceptibility in learning, Most of the teachers preferred 
the sound film. The teachers of backward pupils were 
particularly enthusiastic in their praise of the sound 
film. 
The test results, however • are subject to criticism. 
Each teacher scored his own examinations which, of 
necessity, resulted in errors due to subjective judgment. 
No control group was used nor were initial tests given 
prior to the experiment to determine what or how much 
information was possessed by the pupils concerning the 
subjects. 
The outstanding contribution of this experiment 
was apparently the stimulation of the study of the need 
for educational talking pictures better adapted to 
classroom needs. 11 i 
This study reveals many subjective feelings such as the preference 
of a new medium, the enthusiasm of the teachers and the lack of proving 
its merit by a scientific method. 
The effectiveness of a motion picture has many implications. The 
relative value of this medium was advanced by Laine. She states• 
"For the moat part, however, available educational 
films and their presentation fall far short of desirable 
requirements, The burden of production of thoroughly 
satisfactory teaching films is the concern of both the 
producers »f3f~& and the educators. The producers must 
rely upon those who uae the films for guidance in their 
preparation, As far as one can euvisage the situation, it 
would seem that for some time to come, production and 
application will have to proceed experimentally. On the 
one hand, producers will have to fill the needs of schools 
as they understand them, on the other, school people will 
have to watch carefully to see in what respects the picture 
ralls short of expectation, and in what respects they are 
particularly effective, It is upon the suggestions and 
1 V .c. Arnspiger • ''Measuring the Effectiveness of Sound Pictures as 
Teaching Aids," Contributions to Education (1933) • Teachers College • 
Columbia University, 5655tl56. 
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recommendations of the latter group that the perfection 
of edlicational motion pictures will ultimately depend. "2 
Iaine points out the obvious problem. Can a motion picture company 
produce a finn that will live up to its expectations? The classification 
according to the age and grade level, vocabulary and content remain, as 
every educator realizes, a problem for both the production companies and 
the classroom teacher. 
Proponents of the use of finns as teaching aids consider it paramount 
for teachers to evaluate the film strip and the motion picture as aids 
to learning and stimulating a specific academic subject. 
One study tended to reveal a preference for slide films over the 
motion picture. An experiment was done by Brown3 involving 80 tenth 
grade students matched for intelligence. He showed a film strip to one 
group, 11How 1s Your Eyesightf" The group was encouraged to hold free 
discussion and ask questions. The total time allotted was 45 minutes 
including a test. 
The second group was shown a part of the motion picture, "Hov• We See." 
Two separate tests were given each group, one true and false test and the 
other a multiple choice test. The total test scores of the film slide 
group was 128 points greater than the total scores of the finn group. 
He states, "In addition to any conclusions drawn at the end of the 
first investig~tion, we are forced to the donolusion that in this case 
2 Elizabeth Iaine, Picture and Radio, The McGraw Hill Book Caillpany, New 
York and London, 1938, PP• 49-50. 
3 H.E. Brown, "Motion Picture or Slide Filmt", School Science and Mathe-
matics (May, 1938), 28t517-526. 
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at least, the film slide, with the greater exchange of comment that it 
allows, proved the better." Br~v.rr did not indicate the time allotted to 
the film group nor any test of previous knowledge the student might have 
mastered before the showing of the films. 
The lengthy preparation necessary for presenting a film strip is 
recorded by Hansont 
Twenty-four hours before he presented the film to his 
group, the teacher was given a typed lecture which had been 
prepared to use with the film. Three teachers reported 
reading the typed explanation once with the film and two 
reading it twice with the film, before presenting it to 
their respective groups. The question 'llhich naturally 
presentec:ittelf is 'llhether teachers in actual practice 
should be expected to spend the same amount of time for 
preparation as the experimental staff who helped in the 
study under consideration. n4 
One experiment attempted to show 'llhether the sound motion picture or 
the silent film was more effective. Westfall states that the verbal 
explanation in a sound film is more closely synchronized with the pictures 
than is possible with silent films. 5 
To determine whether films and still pictures aid the science voca-
bulary of ~,osixth and seventh graders and the retention of that 
vocabulary, 158 firth, sixth and seventh graders in Shorewood and Vlhite 
Fish Bay, Wisconsin were subjects for an experiment. Two classes from 
each grade group were equated for intelligence, reading and vocabulary 
tests before the fall classes began, The paired classes in each grade 
4 John Elmore Hansen, "The Verbal Accompaniment of the Film-The Recorded 
Voice vs. the Classroom Teacher," Journal of Experimental Education 
(September, 1936), 5tl,3, 
5 Leon H. Westfall, "A Study of Verbal Accompaniment to Films," School 
Review (March, 1933), 4ltl85-l9a. 
7 
served alternately as experimental and control groups. One fifth grade 
class, for example, was the experimental class during the study unit on 
rocks, and was shown pertinent films and projected still pictures along 
with charts, maps and displays. During the next study unit on electricity, 
the same class became the control group and received no films while its 
partner class became the experimental group and saw motion pi~tures on 
electricity. Although the science subjects varied from grade to grade, 
this was the basic procedure that was carried out in the fifth, sixth 
6 
and seventh grades. 
Another precaution taken to equalize the teaching situations was the 
use of identical course outlines. The results of the experiment were: 
1. "Science vocabulary gains scored by pupils generally are 
at least double.. In every case, the groups using motion 
pictures and projected stills had large vocabulary gains over 
groups that did not use these audio--visual materials ••• the 
general vocabulary increase did not stem merely from watching 
the films. Of the 250 \Vords for which all pupils were tested, 
only 55 percent occurred in the sampled films. Hence the 
gains achieved by the groups seeing the films were acquired 
from the total instructional program rather than merely from 
vocabulary included in the films." 
2. "Slower pupils registered vocab'alii!'JV:"gains similar to those 
of brighter pupils."' 
3. "'The pupils retain more of their vocabulary for a longer 
period ot time. Six months following the completion of each 
unit of study the boys and girls were given another vocabulary 
test to determine the amount of vocabulary retained over this 
period of time. Children in avery class which had used films 
and projected still pictures for its wtudy unit retained more 
words that those not having the films during the study unit." 
6 Dick Garver, Theodore Jensen, and Louis Romano, "Teach in"' With Filma 
Increases Science Vocabulary," Nation's Schools (June, 1959), 57:98 t. 
8 
4. "More class activities and projects grew out of the 
use of films and still projections. 7n 
A similar study by Wood and Freeman showed: 
"Classes were compared in whioh films were a regular 
part of the classroom instruction with classes which have 
not had this instruction. This study was measured by 
means of oral and written tests. The cone lusions vrere: 
(1) the gain in learning ~s estimated at from 20 to 27 
percent, (2) retention was as great as 38 percent over thg 
non-film group, (3) the pupil's interest was stimulated. 11 
The most complete study found by this author was conducted by Weber: 
.msocial studies films were examined frame by frame. 
Subtitles and details were recorded on paper and presented 
as a lesson with the film. 
Five hundred 7-A grade pupils participated, six classes 
of boys and six classes of girls. They were divided into 
thre~ groups, approximately equal in size and ability. 
\Group A was to be taught the lesson for 25 minutes 
followed-by a 12 minute review quiz, Group B'was to be 
shown the film for 12 minutes followed by a 25 minute 
lesson and quiz, Group C was to be taught the 25 minute 
lesson and quiz with the film following, The order of the 
three different methods of presentation was rotated with 
·several units. "9 
The results of the experiment •wre summed up briefly: 
1. "When a correlated film is used as an aid in a seventh-
grade geography class, it will increase the effectiveness 
of the lesson." 
2. 11 This increase in effectiveness is the result of (a) 
greater ease of comprehension and (b) a higher degree of 
satisfyingness as a consequence." 
7 Ibid. 
8 Ben Wood and Frank Freeman, Motion Pictures in the Classroom, Houghton 
Mifflin Co., Boston, 1929, PP• 205-225. 
9 Joseph J, Weber, "Comparative Effectiveness of Some Visual Aida in 7th 
Grade, 11 Educational Screen ( 1922), pp. 17-49, 
9 
3, "Since pictures provide vicarious experience, they should 
precede the lesson when the sUbject-matter is relatively 
foreign to the learners." 
4, ~ preference for moving pictures as a visual aid 
stands about 15 ;to 1 among the pupils in the experimental 
group." 
moiscussion: The differences in favor of the film as 
a visual aid, as shown by this experiment, are probably too 
high for generalization, The sUbject-matter of the lessons 
•~s essentially foreign, far removed from the experiences 
of the pupils, and thus hard to understand and still harder 
to follow.•lO 
Projects as a Method 
Perhaps the statement of Lammel can describe in part the role of 
, projects in science; 
"Excessive ~rbalism in learning can be prevented in 
part by more oppOrtunities to use materials, to try out 
things • to plan and construct • to see what happens, The 
"do-it-yourself"' movement, so popular with adults, needs 
to became a part of the work and play experiences of 
children at home and at school,"ll 
The general comment by Lammel attracts further appeal when one con-
, eiders the reactions of children following a science unit taught by the 
: project method, Gilbert testifies: 
"The conclusions of the class are perhaps the most 
accurate measure of the real value of this method of 
learning, These were the statements they outlined on the 
board on the day of the final evaluation of individtal 
projects and activities, 
The Activity Pariod 
1. It is fun and we learn more when we enjoy it. 
2, Studying one project for a longer time helps us learn 
more about a particular sUbject. 
10 ~· 
11 Rose Lammel, "Science Means Doing," Instructor (November, 1955),65:32+, 
10 
3. We bee ome more independent in planning, thinking, 
reading, and carrying out activities. 
4. We ~'building good foundations for advanced work 
in high school. 11 12 
~Vicbvare approaches creative activity from the premise that group 
projects build good citizenship habits. He offers this message: 
"In science the purposes of creative activity may 
run the gamut from just plain fun and physical excitement 
to actual resolution of some problem suoh as serious 
erosion on the playground or testing the contents and 
efficacy of certain products used from day to day by 
members of the group. But surely as children and young 
people learn to identify their purposes and derive joy 
and satisfaction in this knowledge, creative activity 
will contribute more to their development as self-
assured and socially responsible individuals."l3 
In the opinion of Croxton the project must have an objective that is 
realized by both teacher and student. Of the various activities associated 
with any one science unit, the one selected must have appeal and offer 
opportunity for multiple interaction,l4 
An analysis of method studies by Weaver led her to believe science 
material presented to children should appeal to all of their senses. The 
energetic youngster is aware of the physical universe, Basic experiences 
offer stepping stones to more abstract activities concomitant with a 
child's ability. 15 
12: Helen Gilbert, "Ist Them Do It Themselves-Science Through Individual 
Projects," School Science and Mathematics (November, 1952), 52 :659-61. 
13 Robert K. Wickware, "Science Teaching and Creativity," Educational 
leadership (December, 1952,), 10:159-67. 
14 w.c. Croxton, Science in the Elementary School, McGraw-Hill Book Co., 
New York and London, 1937, P• 56, 
15 Margaret Weaver, "Applying the Senses," Science and Mathematics 
(November, 1951), 50:655-61, 
11 
Finally, the merit of the project method is unfolded when, as Nunn 
testifies, the magical and entertaining attraction of phenomena revealing 
itself is the dramatic cause of attention which i& imposed on the child.l6 
Problems of Reading Science Textbooks 
Perhaps the most important ability a. child may acquire is that of 
reading. The academic success or failure of children is often the result 
of their ability or inability to understand the printed word. Therefore, 
reading groups relative to a child's ability are basic classroom proced-
ures. Even this effort by a teacher to help the so-called "slow learner" 
and increase the proficiency of the "bright student" often reveals inade-
quate results. The materials used in the basic skills reading program 
must be geared to the grade level indicative of his standardized test 
scores, daily performance, interest level and a host of other factors. 
These materials are security and stimulation for the child and an in~ 
valuable aid to the teacher. 
Unfortunately, the other academic sUbjects offer no such abundance 
of reading material for the teacher to draw from to meet the needs of his 
various reading groups. There is generally one textbook for the course 
or several types of relative textbooks, all at one grade level of difficulty. 
Educational researchers have indicated the inadequate construction 
of textbooks. Mallinson and others summarize their findings below: 
"During the past few years there has been a great 
deal of concern in educational circles cab out the problem 
16 Carolyn Uunn, "Elementary Science Can Be Dramatic," Science Teacher 
(November, 1952), 19 .Z,77-8. 
12, 
.of ·readi!:lg. This concern has led to a number of research 
studies dealtng with the reading difficulty of textbooks 
in various subject-matter areas. Among the most exten-
siVe series of such studies is one dealing with textbooks 
ot science grades 1-12. 
1. The levels of reading difficulty of many textbooks in 
science are too advanced for students for wham they are 
written. 
2. The differences between the levels of reading diffi-
culty of easiest and most difficult textbooks in all 
areas of science are significant. 
3. In some textbooks of science whose average level of 
reading difficulty seems satisfactory, there are passages that 
would be difficult even for same college students. 
4. Many teXtbooks of science contain non-technical word:r 
that could be replaced with easier synonyms. 
5. Average grade levels of difficulty can be quite mis-
leading. For example, one sample from the textbooks for 
physics of Publisher F had a grade level of difficulty 
of grade VI (2.29) while another sample had a ~rade 
level of difficulty of college sophomore (5.91). In many 
cases, therefore, a ~atisfactory average may conceal many 
difficult sections." 7 
Deek claims that many students are interested in science but not 
rthe reading aspects associated with the course. This reluctance is due 
ito their inability to read with comprehension and the difficulty of the 
.vocabulary. 18 
Sister Mary Aquinas offers suggestions that will eventually include 
:the textbook phase of the unit. 
17 G.G. l.l'allinson and others, "Reading Difficult:y of Same Recent Text-
~ooks,3 School SCience and Mathematics (May, 1957), 57:364-6. 
18 Ray F. Deek, tt.vocabulary Development to Improve Reading and Aohieve-




She concludes that the background for science must be laid through 
'visual aids, experiment, and observation. Activity is her key for intro-
·duction. Once ideas have been formed in the child's mind, a science 
vocabulary can be built. A discussion of scientific terms relative to 
•the activity may then have a more purposeful meaning. After the initial 
i 
!interest haa been established together with the science vocabulary, a 
1further discovery and enrichment accrues from reading. Modern science 





The studies listed above are relative samples of research and 
':reports in the field of films, projects, and textbooks. With reference 
ito the experiments, there were certain variables omitted such as the 
:qualification of the teacher, the physical conditions of the classroom, 
,such as the preparation of materials for projects, tests which would 
idetermine how much science information was known before the experiment, 
'and insufficient data on test results. In view of these omissions it 
would seem that the assertions in favor of the audio-visual techn:j,qua 
,and the project method are somewhat biased. Other reports indicate that 
;films and film strips are extremely interesting and produce better 
"learning results and retention. 
An attempt to obtain more current information on reliable tests and 
,19 Sister Mary Aquinas, "Making Science Live for the Child," School 
Science and Mathematics (December, 1951), 5lt699-707. 
u· 
14 
research on audio-visual material was made, No additional material of 
any consequence was discovered, 
An analysis of the project method uncovers these aalient notations, 
fhis activity provides opportunity for children to manipulate material 
which will provide a more realistic interpretation of the ideas involved 
ln the science unit. A physically constructed project seems to be 
appealing to most children. They gain independence from this enjoyable 
Tf/&Y of learning, With proper planning each child knows his responsibility 
and is therefore motivated to exert his energies to reach the goals 
stated at the onset of the unit. The intrinsic value of this technique 
is further realized vihen it becomes apparently clear to the students 
that other academic skills, such as reading, langua~e and arithmetic, 
~ust be employed in order to complete their project. A skillful teacher 
can usa the motivating force already established to provide practice or 
new learnings of other academic skills of the educational program. 
Among these are reporting, measuring, usa of reference materials, planning, 
and citizenship. 
Some deficiencies noted were quite apparent, Slight mention of the 
time involved in teacher-planning was evident. A high degree of organ-
ization and leadership qualities inherent in the make-up of the class 
\~re factors of little concern by the reporters. Finally, the placement 
of children in groups by means of a sociogram, so important to the 
'Order and happiness of the students, was equally non-evident, 
A survey of the literature connnenting on science textbooks uncovered 
·many features. Among those was tho fact that the vocabulary is geared 
15 
'far above grade level. These books would be applicable to the better 
. readers and of little value to the poorer readers, Many children are 
extremely interested in science but find little pleasure or learning 
, in reading. If a science textbook is necessary, then it was suggested 
, that an activity precede reading. This would stimulate the child to 
1
\ search for additional information. However, a strong science vocabulary 
', should be built by the teacher and learned by the children, Armed with 
I 
·this tool, the confidence of the child is developed. 
The research indicates value in different approaches. This study 
·is an attempt to add further information concerning different academic 
·results in a sixth grade classroom. 
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CHAPTER II 
CURRICULUM AND POPULATION 
The social studies program at the elementary level in San Diego is 
generally taught 9:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M. This hour is divided into 
blocks of 20 minutes each. The first block is devoted to opening 
'exercises, sharing of the news which is given as an assignment, discussion 
' 
of the news, and any bulletins from the principal's office, The second 
~nty minutes are utilized to review previous learnings, to motivate, 
,plan and work class assignments. The last 20 minutes reveals the 
'llearnings of the period by discussion, presentation, displaying, tests, 
ior other means of evaluai:~gcthe work period and making plans for the 
'following day, Science is integrated into the curriculum and net taught 
~s a separate subject. The first four weeks of school are spent for 
teview purposes in the social studies. This writer :f'elt it was an 
'opportune time to administer the experiment, 
This study involved 36 students in the sixth grade o:f' the Brooklyn 
Elementary School in San Diego, California, Actually, there were :f'our 
:more student8 who entered the class after the teaching began, The 
:papulation of this community is somewhat mobile and sudden changes in 
;enrollment can be expected. These children participated in the assign-
! 
" [menta, but their scores and performances were not tabulated as only 
,i 
:partials could not be ccmpared to performance scores ob1ained by students 
!who participated in all methods, 
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The class was promoted as an entire group from the fi:f'th grade to 
.the sixth. All seVere discipline problem cases promoted to the 6th 
.,grade were distributed evenly between one other sixth grade teacher and 
this one. Six female students and four male students were new to the 
school and system. All children possessing a Binet I.Q. 148 and above 
~re sent to a special school which presents a "gi:f'ted program.~ This 
is the policy set forth by administration ruling and applicable to all 
elementary schools in the city. Children possessing a Binet I.Q. belw 
'78 are sent to "special" classrooms, 
The social studies grade earned by the pupils at the end of the 
.fi:f'th year of school includ._, in pt.rt, their achievement in science. 
,There are three times during the school year •men children are presented 
•.[with a progress report card. The grades tabulated on a subsequent page 
•are the reports for the school year 1959-1960 compiled and averaged by 
his teacher. The means of evaluating the pupils are many including 
sUbjective tests, participation, completion of assignments, interest and 
iother subjective and concrete evidence a teacher uses for measuring 
. grOII"th in the specific area of instruction. 
The grading system used during the school year 1959-1960 consisted 
of letter grades. An E grade would indicate that the pupil was performing 
.above grade expectations. The S grade reveals that the work was satis-
.faotory for the grade level, and a U score mirrors the fact that the 
.child was not operating at the level expected for the grade. Naturally, 
a plus or minus score would cause a grade to be raised or lowered half 







:work ab~ a satistaotory level but not to an excellent degree as ascer-
' tained by the teacher. The grades or the ten students new to the system 
had reports including: checks, percentages. letter grades (ABCDF) and 
,:written reports. These were evaluated and turned into grades more 
indicative or the San Diego marking system, namely, an E, S, or u. 
The group's chronological age was computed in months from their 
birthdays to October 20, 1959. 
An analysis of the following tabl~ indicates same major character-
!istics or the class. 
' d 
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While the mean of the class's chronological age was 138,6 months in 
October, 1959, the range was fram 131 months to 160 months. 
These children come tram varioWI cultural backgrounds. A number 
.of their families have migrated fram the East or are transient in the 
western part of California or in san Diego. The financial status of 
'this group may be described as "middle class" to "upper-lower class." Few 
of the families own their own homes. Many possess large numbers of 
children. Many of the children's parents are employed in aircraft 
industry as skilled workers, semi-skilled workers, or laborers. Some 




PLAN OF STUDY 
Building of TJJ.structional Materials 
The selection of material was based on several factors, Since the 
subject matter was to be of a scientific nature and the techniques of 
teaching this material were by the project method, use of audio visual 
aids, and textbooks.; suitable scientific topics were chosen that would 
lend themselves to each technique, The topics. themselves. would be an 
integral part of the overall social studies program. To select three 
units of study merely to serve experimental purposes would defeat good 
teaching procedures, Therefore. material closely associated with major 
parts of the social studies program was chosen, 
The units at the sixth grade level were studies of Conservation, 
.latin America. Air Transportation, and news in general. Each unit was 
completed in a three month period, There were two weeks between units 
where teachers might pursue such units as health, hygiene or a science 
unit not covered specifically in detail while their regular units were 
in progress. To cite an instancet Children were accustomed to expressing 
themselves creatively in a number of art activities two weeks before the 
Phristmas vacation during the social studies program. This accounts for 
the time between the first unit and the second. Such units other than 
d 
latin America, Conservation, and Air Transportation, were begun and 
~ompleted betv;een the final units. The mention of this practice merely 
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'serves to clarify the overall social studies program in the San Diego 
City School System. 
Much of the material and all of the planning and tests were oon-
· structed before the experiment was initiated. 
The kinds of learning were twofold, namely, reasoning and rote 
memory. 
Justification of Selected Material 
A major problem developed at this point. vthat specific topics 
would be interesting and suitable for evaluation, and what materials 
were available that could be incorporated into the plan? Previous 
experience played an important ~ in this decision. 
Children in this locale are extremely air-minded since some major 
airplane production companies are definitely established in San Diego. 
The unit "Air Transportation" involved, in part, some elementary 
'knowledge of an internal comburiion,oengine, which in turn involves a 
'ftasio understanding of electricity and magnetism. The popularity of 
the race to outer space between the democratic free world and the com-
munistio bloc has been in the news daily. This unit, namely, "The 
':Universe" seems to capture the imagination o.f children at this grade 
level. It was selected on these bases. 
A sub-topic of the unit "Conservation" is the study of soil. 
'Understanding the cultural and economic habits of our southern neighbors 
,:~olves a study of their geographical territories. Therefore, a 
,science topic about earth lent itself specifically to these studies. 
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:A new science book introduced to the system was most instrumental in 
formulating these decisions since it contained the chapters, "The Universe," 
:and "Our Changing Earth." 
Selection of Material 
20 The book, Science For Today and Tomorrow was examined. The 
chapter "Our Universe" contained a great deal of teaching material. The 
presentation, pictures, experiments and format were desirable. The con-
eluding section of the chapter presented discussion topics including 
VOf?abulary words and enrichment exercises. Most important, this unit 
~s chosen to serve the project method since it contained clear, precise 
directions with pictures indicating how a planetarium could be constructed. 
The system's audio-visual department was carefully searched for 
films and film-strips relative to electricity and magnetism. Many of' 
these were exa.'!lined. Four films and three film strips were chosen on 
:the basis of' time, clear photography, ease of' understanding, and drama-
tization. 
The chapter "'The Changing Earth," in the science book mentioned 
above was the source of the third technique used, namely, study of' a 
.textbook with guide work sheets. This was a long chapter in respect to 
the previous two assignments. Coupled with the work sheets, this task 
·was most demanding. However, i£ units are to be studied by various 
'teaching methods, it was the feeling of' this writer that each technique 
'should be employed as fully as possible. 
,zo Harman and Nina Schneider, Science for Today and Tomorrow, D.C. Heath 
and Company, Boston, 1959. 
A chapter containing 38 pages was used without worksheets ~or the 
:Project method. A total of seven films served teaching by the use o~ 
audio visual aids. Thirty pages and nine worksheets transmitted the 
~owledge of the unit, ,.The Changing Earth". Obviously much o~ this unit 
'(The Changing Earth) was not covered in the classroom. All unfinished 
VFOrk became a home assignment. This addition o~ work may have worked 
for or against mastery of the understandings depending upon a number of 
~actors. Results o~ this study would tend to reveal the e~~ectiveness 
1o~ each technique even though the work load in one unit would be more 
. or less heavier than in another. 
Again, it was not the task to determine a di~ficult assignment or an 
:easy one. Poor readers would have di~~iculty. More time would be spent 
1outside of directed instructional time by the textbook method than in 
the previous two procedures. All o~ these factors merit consideration as 
''they may tend to favor one techn~que and the work involved in each tech-
,niq ue over the other. 
' 
Perhaps it would have been easier to limit the experiment but units 
are taught in their entirety. To work out an exact time schedule ~or 
:each procedure, an exact amount o~ appreciations and understandings 
~sterad, and demand the same power of intelligence and interest for 
.each technique -s a monumental task and involved much subjective reason-
ling··"- T.he material presented is o~ equal dilficulty inasmuch as these 
:
11
units of work are suggested for sixth grade study. 
:! 
A summary of the sound films and film strips together with the 
iiworksheets are contained in the appendix. 
,, 
The two chapters, '"The Universe"' 
:i 
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~nd "The Changing Earth.'' from the book, Science i'or Today and Tomorrow, 
were not repr.oduoed for the following reasonst The presentation includ-
.ing the pictures in color would lose their true :impression if duplicated 
here. This book is easily obtainable in the form in which it -s pre-
sented to the experimental group. 
Equal instructional time i'or each technique was approximately i'orty 
minutes per day for a period of i'ive consecutive days. The tests and 
questionnaire were administered directly before and after the social 
studies period, as is shown in Table II, Time Schedule i'or Instruction. 
Construction of Tests 
After all the material ·and plans for the lessons wer4 constructed 
•ts-nd built, multiple choice tests were made. The problem of devising a 
test to measure the learnings from the project method was difficult. 
:It was necessary to test on some factual material. consequently, the 
:reading on the unit, ,.The Univerre,"' was: the source for the test. This 
procedure seemed logical, i'or in order to construct the planetarium, 
knowledge of the universe and all of its counterparts was essential. 
· The synopses oi' the films and i'ilm strips which appear in the 
appendix reveal an :important fact pertinent to the:questionable validity 
,of the test on electricity and magnetism. Many concepts and under-
atandings in the films 'M1re duplicated in subsequent films. This was 
seemingly unavoidable as all films previewed tended to overlap some 
underatandings in previous films either by demonstration or statement of 
·- -.,.-· .··~ .. ~;--;:--;-- . 
Table 2. Time Schedule for Instruction 
Universe Pretest Sept. 14 
Universe lessons Sept. 14-18 
Universe Final Test Sept. 18 
Days Between Pretest and Final Test 4 
Date of Delayed Test 
Number of Days Between Final Test 
and Delayed Test 
Electricity and Magnetism Pretest 
Electricity and Magnetism lessons 







Days Betvreen Pretest arid Final Test 4 
Date of Delayed Test 
Number of Days Betvmen Final Test 
and Delayed Test 
Changing Earth Pretest 
Changing Earth lessons; 







Days Between Pretest and Final Test 4 
Date of Delayed Test 
Number of Days Between Final Test 





~act. This repetition may have slanted the final test scores in favor of 
the film method. 
The test for the unit, "Our Changing Earth," which employed the 
~ext book method, was designed by selecting facts from the chapter, "Our 
,Phanging Earth," Science for Today and Tcmorrow, and inserting other 
'!choices similar to the facts gleaned from their readings. 
il 
Each item on the tests was strictly fact learned from the various 
111ethods. The answering of one item did not require information ao-
!quired from a preVious item. Although some rationalization wao necessary 
i 
by the tes~ee and_ since the ideas of each un~t were related, the wealth 
1oi' material for selected test qua&tians was great enough to subordinate 
,the r elatianship. A careful examination of the tests will bear this out. 
Finally, the difference between the pretest scares and the final 
·test is the amount of gain of knowledge by each student in five days. 
The difference between the final test and the delayed test is the amount 
of gain or loss developed by each student over a period of. approximately 
;six weeks. The dii':!'erence between the pre-best and the delayed test 
.representa a gain acquired by each student over a period of approximately 
I 
i seven weeks. 
Operational Use of Experimental Materials 
The sequence of the three methods was not a planned sequence; they 
were arbitrarily cho:!en. 
The project method, being the first, perhaps had more teacher in-
' 
·,:rluance than the ather two. The introduction of the unit, "The Universe," 
-:::"--:o:C" ----- • -- -· ---- •• 
~s accomplished by an oral discussion of our need for knowledge con-
~erning outer space. In these days, where scientific progress is being 
made relative to outer space experiments, this approach seemed feasible. 
Coupled with a space map printed by Rand McNally, discussion quickly 
ensued. Once suggested that we could make our awn planetarium for 
:reference use through the year, the plans for attacking the problem 
arose. We first decided to find out more about the material objects in 
outer space by reading the chapter "The Universe." After distributing 
the science book, Science for Today and Tomorrow, the chapter was 
sk~ed paying particular attention to the vocabulary, pictures and guide 
;questions. There arose the problem of organizing into reading groups 
and working groups. It was considered best by the class to insert into 
'each reading group at least one child liho could read aloud and act as 
:chairman for discussion purposes. Our reading and work groups were 
determined by a sociogram and the discretion of the writer. Except for 
,instances where a movement of a child from one group to another for 
disciplinary reasons was made, or for the placement of capable leaders 
·,and readers, the children's choices were fulfilled. lUna groups were 
·formed. Each waa responsible for the information contained in the 
,,chapter. They read and discussed each section. The last five to ten 
:minutes of the period were devoted to a summary presented by the chair-
'man of eaoh cammittee. This procedure tied the unit together and, for 
'the most part, no group was further ahead than another to any appreci&l)le 
.degree. The children were told that they would have to complete the 
,reading in two to three periods so that they could devote the rest of 
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the week's work periods to constructing the planetarium. The reading 
' 
:inaterial was covered in two and one-half days. A suspicion arises in 
the reader's mind as to how the reading actually was being absorbed 
tinder these conditions. The children had no idea at any time that this 
'\VB.S an experiment and were never told of such a plan. The .tl'B<11 discussions 
:~tt the end of the period were';extremely instr1.1Jllental in clarifying the 
pictures and worded explanations of the chapter. This writer believes 
that the class, which was very much on its own, gained sufficient in-
formation to more than satisfy minimum essential requirements. 
Plans were then made to construct the planetarium. A paper, "Facts 
About the Solar System," was distributed. This paper appears in the 
:!>-ppendix. A preconceived plan to build the planetarium was introduced. 
It was decided to string two strips of wire diagonally and cross-wise 
in the roam tram one lamp to another. The wires were about three feet 
from the ceiling. Where the wires crossed, approximately iD. the center 
of the room, lay the s~m. The SWl was to be made from yellow construction 
~aper, pieced together and stapled to the ceiling. All planets would be 
relative in size and made tram papier maohe. They would hang from the 
')vires, suspended fram twine. All materials were obtained from the 
school storage room. The groups completed the project in two and one-
half days. Those that finished early due to the size of the planet (one 
,):>lanet had a relative size o£ 311 ) made name tags indicating the planet, 
~he diameter in miles, and the distance from the sun. Others painted 
·' 
their planets. The tags were hq from the planets and sun. Time was 
'~eft for a brief discussion of the value received from the project. 
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;Listed below is a S1.Dillll&.ry of their comments l 
1. "We learned to work together." 
2-. "It was fun." 
3. "We can see the relationships ot planets." 
4. "'It helped me to follow the reading when someone read to me." 
5. "'I had a chance to plan the activity." 
,Spirit and pride ran high and much satisfaction could be witnessed. 
Praises from the principal, other teachers and classes were other re-
Wards for their efferts. 
The films and film strips were shown in the order in which they 
~ppear in the appendix. This plan seemed best as teacher commentary of 
,the film strips could be shortened if time didn't permit lengthy ex-
f"'' ,planations. The films were previewed prior to instruction. Each film 
' 
,WaS introduced in the following manner. All vocabulary words selected 
~ere placed on the board with their meanings either gleaned from their 
~4periences or explained by this investigator. The purpose of the film 
was presented and objectives were announced. As stated previous1y, 
'!since much of this material overlapped, littl~ was done to provide 
~dditional information while studying the film sti'ips during the periods. 
Children felt free to comment on any frame or verbal explanation offered 
'by the captions. There was: full participation but restrictions had to 
be made due to the time element. The captions were read by selected 
~~embers of the class, one for each film. 
The se~nce went as· follows: 
Monday: Introduction to Electricity, ten minutes; 
' = .. 
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Tuesdayt 
Magnetism, ten minutes. 
Making Electricity, eleven minutes; 
The Flow of Electricity, ten minutes. 
Film Strips 
Wedneadayl The Wonder of Electricity, twenty-two frames. 
Thursday:: Electricity, for:!JU-four frames. 
Friday• Electric Magnets, forty-three frames. 
Additional visual materie.l such as a bell, buzzer and dry oell was 
'!demonstrated. Magnets and iron filings were shown briefly to clarify 
'lines of force. 
The experiment centered in one roam. All conditions both physical 
'!and emotional seemed "normal" for the duration of the study. 
Since the aim of this paper is to compare the relative effectiveness 
!of the three teaching techniques under the conditions described, no 
:attempt has been made to compare pupils in any way. 
Briefly, this chapter contains a description of the materials used 
'in the experiment and the procedure practieed in the selection of 
:materials and testa. 
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CHAPTER IV 
All AIIALYSIS OF DATA 
Comparison o£ Scores 
The subsequent three tables demonstrate the statistical results o£ 
the experiment. The first "!table comrares the gain in knowledge between 
the pretest scores and the £inal test. Table 4i indicates the possible 
'retention or loss of material knowle.dge £rom the administration o£ the 
£inal test to the delayed test. The third 'liable records scores between 
·the pretest and delayed test. 
The gains shmm in the third collllllil do not take into account any 
,initial knowledge mastered by the testae. There£ore, another figure, 
."Per Cent o£ Possible Gain or Loss" is introduced to absorb this 
variance. In the first three tests the percent of possible gain is 
;computed as fellows t percent of possible gain (£inal score minus pre-
'test score divided by 25 minus the pretest score times 100. An illus-
tration will aid the reader to see this relationship. In Table 6 
atudents 4 and 6 had gains of 14 on the Universe test. student four 
·scored seven points on the pretest. It was possible £or him to improve 
18 more points after instruction. However, his increment was only 14. 
:Therefore, using the formula (final score 21, minus the pretest score 7, 
'= 14/, 25 minus 7 = 18, 14/18 x 100 = 77.77 tor 77.8 percent. Student 6 
:received 10 points on his pretest score and had the opportunity to in-
:crease that score by 15 on the final test. His increase was 14. Using 
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the formula, his score would be figured as follows• 14/15 x 100- 94,7 
percent. 
The possibility of using a modified formula to obtain the percent of 
possible gain or loss in comparing the final test with the delayed test 
'offered limited possibilities. The formula was changed to read {delayed 
.. 
score - final score + 25 - final score x 100), Where this would apply 
adequately in one score, difficulty arose in computing other scores. 
Therefore, no percent of possible gain or loss was figured for the com-
paring of the final test with the delayed test. The following illustra-
tion points this out. Student number eleven showed a loss of 4 points 
between the final test and delayed test for the unit, The Changing Earth, 
~Using the modified formula his score would show a -200 % loss. As 
-4/2 x 100 : -200 % is over 100%. Student number 12 working the same 
'test showed an increase of 3 points. His gain 3/6 x 100 = 50 was t 50%. 
:As shown, the formula would favor students whose final test score was 
lower than the delayed test and discr:il!linate against students whose 
final test score was gt:ea.ier than the delayed test. Uo penalty was ad-
.ministered for chance guesses. 
In the three teaching methods, all nine scores were tabulated for 
·each student regardless of attendance during instruction or the day of 
the tests. Considerable attention was given to the possibility of 
absentee effects. However, since no testee was absent more than one 
, d!l,y and overlapping concepts ran throughout the exper:iJnent, except for 
!the reading assignments, no marked difference in scores was produced by 
these absentees. 
t 
The reading assignments were made up as homework. 
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:Table .13 · shows the attendance record for the tests, A total of thir-
:teen absences wag recorded for the nine tests, The makeup tests were 
administered after school on the returning day. Undoubtedly, the 
learning and testing situation changed under these unique conditions. 
No great variance in the absentees 1 scores COllDllensurate with their 
abilities was apparent. 
The following data are the class results of the pretest - final 
·test scores, 
Table 3. Comparison of Pretests - Final Tests 
• -·-~w-~ o -
Pretest Final Test Mean % of Possible 
Mean Mean Gain Mean Gain 
Univel"'Se 11.3 21,6 10,3 74.9 
Electricity and 
MagnetiSlll 11.3 20.7 9,3 67,8 
Changing Earth 10,7 16.3 5.6 37,9 
An examination of the pretest scores reveals a difference of only ,6. 
"The means for The Universe and Magnetism and Electricity were ident:I.C'&l 
·:(11,3.), The Changing Earth pretest mean was 10,7, The students had 
the opportunity to show a greater possible gain in the final test cover-
·; ing the unit The Changing Earth, However, a further analysis shows the 
;ihighest gain employing the project method, followed by films and film 
! strips and textbook. While the gain in the number of items was 10,3 for 
'I 
:lthe project method, 9.3 for the films and film strips and 5,6 for the 
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" 
;textbook technique, the percent of possible gain after instruction ran 
,74.9%, 67.8% to 37.9% respectively. 
However, in comparing the final "OOsts with the delayed, we find a 
;significant difference in order of means, gains and percentages. 
Table 4. Comparison of Final Tests - Delayed Tests 
Final Test Delayed Test Mean 
Mean Mean Gain or 
U>ss 
Universe 21.6 18.3 -3.2 
Electricity and 
Magnetism 20.7 18.4 -2.4 
Changing Earth 16.3 16.5 + .19 
The means for the final tests weret The Universe (21.6), Electricity 
'and Magnetism (20.7) and The Changing Earth (16.3). After six weeks 
lapse of time, the means of the delayed tests showed: The Universe (18.3), 
,Electricity and Magnetism (18.4) and Changing Earth (16.5). A mean loss 
of 3.2 and 2.4 are shown as a result in The Universe test and Electricity 
and Magnetism respectively. A mean gain of .19 can be seen in tabulating 
'the scores of the unit, The Changing Earth. 
If the test is valid and all variables have been excluded, after 
six weeks' lapse, the test involving textbook method scored a -3.2; fol-
lowed by the films method, -2 .4. In this analysis we see a depression 
:of scores in comparing the final tests with the delayed, except where 
!the textbook method indicates a positive change in learning over a 
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period of t:ime, It would appear at this point that the textbook method 
~ould exhibit an advantage in learning. 
An examination of Table 5 shows the mean gain and percentage of 
.possible mean gain from the pretest to the delayed, 
Table 5, Comparison of Pretests - Delayed Tests 
Pretest Delayed Test Gain % of Possible 
Mean Mean Helm Gain 
Universe 11.3 18.3 7.0 51.1 
Electricity and 
Magnetism 11.3 18.4 7.1 51.8 
Changing Earth 10.7 16,5 5,8 40,6 
The film and film strips method teaching ~lectricity and Magnetism 
reveals a gain of 7,1 items answered correctly with a percentage gain 
of 51.8%. Almost aligned in numerical value is the project Universe 
series with gains of 7.0 and 51.1%. Thirdly, and ranking much in the 
.rear of the previous two is the textbook Changing Earth with an average 
gain of 5,8 items answered correctly and a percentage equivalent of 40,6%. 
,These scores indicate an overall advantage in favor of the films first, 
second, project and textbooks, 
The following data show the results of the tests, The student 
number on all tests is identical with the profile listed in table 1. All 
.;test score columns indicate tl).e number of items answered correctly. All 





it he i'inal test and delayed test and the pretest and delayed test. 
The £allowing results are the individual pupils' performances 
' 
obtained on The Universe pretest-final test series (Table 6), 
Table 6, Comgarison of Universe Test, Pretest - Final 
student Pretest Final Gain or f. of Possible Gain 
Number Test loss or loss 
1 6 2;4 19 94,7 
2 11 25 14 100 
3 12 10 -2 -15,3 
4 7 21 14 77.8 
5 9 24 13 93,8 
6 10 24 14 94.7 
7 11 24 13 92.9 
8 8 15 7 41.2 
9 12 :m 8 61,5 
10 7 25 18 100 
11 13 25 12 100 
12 10 17 7 46.7 
13 9 20 11 68.7 
14 8 2:3 15 88,2 
15 11 25 14 100 
16 8 2J. 13 76,5 
17 18 22~ 4 57.1 
18 2 17 15 65,3 
19 14 25 11 1_00 
20 11 21 JlO 71.4 
21 16 22 6 66.7 
22 14 23 9 81,8 
23 16 23 7 77.8 
24 14 18 4 36.4 
2$ 12 19 7 5:3,.8 
26 13 2.1 8 66.7 
27 18 25 7 100 
2.8 18 24 6 85.7 
29 16 23 7 77.8 
3Cl 10 16 6 4!0 
31 7 2.1 14 77.8 
32 15 21 6 60 
33 12 21 9 69,2 
34 10 25 15 100 
35 9 24 15 93,8 
36 8 24 16 94.1 
Total 405 778 373 2,697,90 




The class's average reveals that 11,3 items were answered correctly 
prior to instruction. Their averages after the lessons were taught by 
' ~he project method were 21.6 resulting in a gain of 10,3 and a perdentage 
gain of 74.9%. 
A clearer picture of the class's ability is seen in the following 
table where the distribution of scores are recorded in quartiles. The 
first column indicates the number of test items (25); the second, the 
~requency of scores obt~ined in the pretest; the third, the frequency 
of scores for each quartile of the twenty-five items. Thus, there were 
no students who scored 20-25 items. Ten scored 14-19 items. Five 
~gad to score 1-7 correct items on the test. 
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Table SA, Uhiverse Pretest Distribution of Scores 
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Table 7 reflects the difference in scores between the pretest-
fin~l test involving the film method, teaching the subject, Electricity 
,and Ma~:~netism, 
:i 
Table 7. Com arisen of Electricit 
student Pretes:t Final Gain or , of Possible Gain 
Number Test Loss or Loss 
1 9 :w 11 68.8 
a 8 24 16 94.1 
3 6 16 10 52:.6 
4 10 19 9 60 
5 9 19 10 50 
6 8 ao 12: 70.6 
7 11 19 8 57.1 
8 9 2.0 ll 68.8 
9 11 20 9 64.3 
10 13 24 11 91.7 
11 12 22. 10 76.9 
12 8 2:1 13 76.5 
13 14 l9 5 45.5 
14 8 18 10 58.8 
15 14 21 7 63,6 
16 8 23. 15 88.8 
17 12 21 9 69.2 
18 6 21 15 78.9 
19 15 23 8 80 
2.0 11 :n 10 71.4 
21 16 2.1 5 55.6 
22 12. 23 11 84.6 
23 11 21 10 71.4 
24 13 2:1 8 66.7 
25 9 18 9 51.3_ 
2.6 13 a! 8 66.7 
27 2;0 23 3 60 
2.8 14 Z4 10 93.8 
2.9 15 24 9 90 
30 9 14 5 31.3 
31 10 13 3 2:0 
32 11 2.3 12. 85.7 
33 16 24 8 88.9 
' M 8 21 l$ 76.5 ., 
;j 3:5 15 a::; 8 80 
36 14 19 5 45.5 
To tiLl 4:08 744 336 2.460.60 
~lean iU: l!o. 7 9.~ 68.4 
"" 




The difference in the averages of the pretest-final test scores is 
. a gain of 9.3 indicating a 68.4% increase in knowledge. 
The quarterly distribution of scores in the pretest on Electricity 
and Magnet iSlll is shown be low. 
-:::..--· 
Table ?A. Electricity and Magnetism Pretest, 






























































A further eomparison of the Electricity and Magnetimn test as ahown 
in Table 7A shows that one student in 36 &cored in the top quarter, nine 
:;in the second quarter, 24 in the third quarter and 2 students could 
score in the bottom quarter. 
The third paired scores involving the textbook method are shown in 
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Table 8. Comparison of Changing Earth Test, Pretest-Final 
student Pretest Final Gain or % of Possible Gain 
Number Test Loss or Loss 
1 11 17 6 42.9 
2 8 18 10 58.8 
3 5 9 4 20 
4 12 18 6 46.2. 
5 9 14 5 31.3 
6 9 17 8 50 
7 11 16 5 35.7 
8 18 19 1 14.3 
9 13 17 4 33.3 
10 12 19 7 53.8 
11 11 23 12 85.7 
12 8 19 11 64.7 
13 10 12 2 13.3 
14 8 12 4 23.5 
15 7 16 9 50 
16 9 19 10 62.5 
17 5 14 9 45 
18 5 16 11 55 
19 15 18 3 30 
2.0 8 14 6 35.3 
21 12 16 4 30.8 
22: 12 15 3 23.1 
23 9 18 9 56.3 
24 14 15 l 09.1 
2-5 11 15 4 28.6 
26 10 13 3 20 
'?.7 18 20 2 28.6 
2:8 14 19 5 45.5 
29 11 19 8 57.1 
30 13 13 0 
31 7 9 2: 11.1 
32 11 12 l 07.li 
33 10 21 11 73.3 
34 13 18 5 41.7 
35 12 20 8 61.5 
36 14 16 2 18.2 
Total 385 586 2.01 1,363 .so 
Mean 10.7 16.3 5.6 37.9 
-~ -_ 
The mean pretest score 10.7 compared to the mean final 16.3 is a 
'mean gain of 5.6 or 37.9% resulting from the influence of the textbook 
Table 8A was tallied and divided into quartiles for the purpose of 
~king more clear the distribution of scores. 
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In Table SA no student scored in the 2D-25 item quarter of the 
scale. Six managed to record scores in the 14-19 items quarter. Most 
of the 36 students, namely 25, scored in the third quarter and five 
·students were at the bottom of the quartered scale. 
The results of the three delayed tests administered approximately 
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Table 9, Individual Scores of Dela;)::ed Tests 




istered 10/23/59 11/11/59 11/16/59 
Pupil Number 
1 19 17 20 
2 20 2.0 22 
3 10 14 11 
4 20 18 16 
5 15 19 19 
6 2:0 17 16 
7 15 16 14 
8 12 19 14 
9 17 2.1 14 
10 25 2:1 19 
11 19 2.1 19 
12 18 22 22 
13 13 18 13 
14 16 12 15 
15 18 2.1 17 
16 15 15 19 
17 16 20 14 
18 16 16 16 
19 24 21 21 
20 17 16 12 
21 22 18 17 
22 22 2.0 17 
23 25 23 ) 17 
24 18 17 16 
2:5 17 18 11 
26 15 13 17 
27 25 24 22 
2.8 as 20 19 
2.9 2.0 24 21 
30 11 14 12 
31 18 12 14 
32 17 18 8 
33 21 22 19 
34 2:3 21 17 
35 17 :n 2;0 
36 22. 16 13 
Total 663 665 593 
Mean 18.3 18.4 16,5 
'"' 
I 
~--,c---~- ----------- - --
-: ·=:--------=-
The Universe, Electricity and Magnetism and The Changing Earth 
,delayed test scores record an average of 18.3, 18.4 and 16.5 respectively. 
At thia point it was possible to compare scores between the final 
test and delayed test for the three units as shown in Table 10. 
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Table 10. Comparison of Uriiverse Test, 
Final~Dela~d 
student Final Delayed Gain or 
Number Test Test Loss 
1 24 19 -5 
2 25 20 -5 
3 10 10 
4 21 20 -1 
5 24 15 -9 
6 24 20. -4 
7 24 15 -9 
8 15 12 -3 
9 2D 17 -3 
10 25 25 
11 25 19 -6 
12 17 18 +1 
13 ZD 13 -7 
14 23 16 -7 
15 25 18 -7 
16 21 15 -6 
17 22 16 -6 
18 17 1& -1 
19 25 24 -1 
2;0 :n 17 -4 
21 22 22 
22 23 22 -1 
23 23 2.5 t2 
24 18 18 
25 19 17 -2 
26 :n 15 -6 
27 2.5 25 
2;8 24 25 +1 
2;9 23 2;0 -3 
30 16 11 -5 
31 21 18 -3 
32 21 17 -4 
33 21 21 
34 25 23 -2. 
35 24 17 -7 
36 24 22 -2 
Total 778 663 -115' 
Mean 21.6 18,3 -3.2 
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Table 10 shows a loss of 3.2 items between the final and delayed 
test on The Universe. 
Table lOA compares by quarters the scores of the final and delayed 
~est on The Universe. 
Table lOA. Universe Final-Delayed Tests, Distribution 
of Scores 
Number of Frequency -!of Frequency Scores 
Items Final-Dela~d Final-Dela~d 
25 7 4 
24 7 1 
23 4 1 29 14 
22 2 3 
21 7 1 
20 2 4 
19 1 2 
18 1 4 
17 2 5 6 18 
16 1 3 
(", 15 1 4 14 0 0 
13 0 1 
12 0 1 
11 0 1 1 4 
10 1 1 
9 0 0 
8 0 0 
7 
6 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 
3 0 0 
2 0 0 
1 0 0 
Total 3;6 36 36 36 
,J--
!; 
-=: - :~:-::-~- .,--_- - _--,---_ --.~- ·- -.c.-
Twenty-nine, six, one and no students, are registered in the 
,'quartered column, 
The relative loss between the two tests over a period of time is 
indicated in the last quartile column. Quartile scores of 14, 18, 4 
land 0 are recorded. 
The second pair of scores measuring the effectiveness of the film 
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Table u. Comparison of Electricity and Magnetimn 
Test, Final-Delaii!d 
student Final Delayed Gain or 
Number Test Test loss 
1 2.0 17 -3 
2 14 20 
-4 
3 16 14 -2 
4 19 18 -1 
5 19 19 
6 20 17 -3 
1 19 16 -3 
8 20 19 -1 
9 20 21 tl 
10 24 21 -3 
11 22 21 -1 
12 21 22 H 
13 19 18 -1 
14 18 12. -6 
15 21 21 
I 16 23 15 -8 
i 17 :n 20 -1 , 
18 21 16 -5 
19 23 21 -2 
2:0 21 16 -5 
21 21 18 -3 
22 23 20 -3 
, 23 2.1 23 +2. 
![ 24 21 17 -4 
25 18 18 
26 :n 13 -8 
2:7 23 24 t1 
28 24 20 
-4 
29 24 24 
30 14 14 
31 13 12 -1 
32 23 18 -5 
33 24 22 -2 
34 21 21 
35 23 21 -2: 
36 19 16 -:s· 
Total 744 665 -79 
Mean 20.7 18.4 -2.2 
The mean loss per student is noted as 2.2 over an indicated period 
!Of time. 
Table llA compares quartile scores between the final and delayed 
'teats. 
Table llA. Electricity and Magnetism Final-Delayed 

































































An examination of the last two columns shows a loss between the 
final and delayed tests. Quarterly, the number of students scoring in 
the test were: 26, 9, 1, and 0. The scores of the delayed test were: 
'16, 17, 3, and 0. 
Of the three compared scores, the textbook and worksheets are 
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Table 12., Comparison o~ Changing Earth Test, 
Final-Dela~d 
Student Final Delayed Gain or 
Number Test Test Loss 
1 17 ao -3 
2 18 22 t4 
3 9 11 -2 
4 18 16 -2 
5 14 19 f5 
6 17 16 -1 
7 16 14 -a 
8 19 14 -5 
9 17 14 -3 
10 19 19 
11 2.3 19 
-4 
12 19 22 +3 
13 12 13 t1 
14 12 15 -3 
15 16 17 +1 
16 19 19 
17 14 14 
18 16 16 
19 18 2.1 +3 
2.0 14 12 -a 
21 16 17 +1 
22 15 17 ta 
23 18 17 -1 
24 15 16 +1 
25 15 11 -4 
2.6 1:5 17 t4 
27 20 22 t2 
2.8 19 19 
29 19 21 t2 
30 13 12 -1 
31 9 14 t5 
32 12. 8 -4 
33 2.1 19 -2 
34 18 17 -1 
35 2.0 20 
3.6 16 13 -3 
Total 586 593 +7 
Mean 16,3 16,5 f,l9 
-;.:_ 
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The .19 represents a positive increase involving the unit, ~ 
Changing Earth. 
Table 12A compares the final and delayed tests of the unit Changing 
Earth. The quarterly sections show that the number of students scoring 
.in each quarter were: 4, 25, 7, and o. In the delayed test, the number 
'Of' students scoring in··the four quarters were: 7, 22, 7, and o. 
Table 12A. Changing Earth, Final-Delayed Tests, 
Distribution of lcores 
Number of Frequency iot Frequency Scores 
Items Final-Dela~d Final-Dela~d 
25 0 0 
24 0 0 
23 l 0 4 7. 
22. 0 3 
21 l 2 
20 2 2 
19 6 6 
18 5 0 
17 3 6 25 22 
16 5 4 
15 3 1 
14 3. 5 
13 2 2. 
12 3 2 
11 0 2 7 7 
10 0 0 
9 2 0 
8 0 1 
7 0 0 
6 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 
3 0 0 
:a 0 0 
Ji 0 0 
Total 36 36 36 36 
An attendance record revealing the student number, the name of the 
.test he made up due to absence and the total number of days he was 
absent may be noted, 
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:i 0 ... 
6 1 1 2 
7 1 1 2 
8 1 1 2 
11 1 1 
29 1 1 
30 1 1 
32 1 1 2 
35 1 1 2 
13 
On the nine tests administered for 36 children, a total of 13 
absences are noted. 
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An Analysis of the Tests 
All instructional time except for the absentees was the same. The 
children's experiences with multiple choice type test questions was 
familiar either by standard tests ta~n in previous years or objective 
tests made by other teachers. A factor which merits attention is the 
span of time lapse between the final and delayed tests. The difference 
in time between the two tests may be noted in Table 2 in the Universe 
test. There was 34 days between the final and the delayed test, 37 
days between tests in the Electricity and Magnetism sequence and 35 days 
for the unit Changing Earth. The grea"llest difference is but three days. 
Since the Universe tests had·~he shortest lapse of time, then a greater 
gain might be expected between the final test and the delayed test. 
;This was not the case, as a greater depressed score was obtained. 
Therefore, the time did not appear to aid the project method. We must 
realize that the Universe final test enjoyed a 21.6 mean and the possi-
bilities of increasing that score were extremely limited when compared 
to the mean final score of the Changing Earth, 16.3. Whereas an increase 
;of a. 7% was possible in the latter, a 3.4% was the greatest advance that 
·might be made by the Universe test. Nevertheless, what was seemingly 
,mastered in the final tests, changes in the delayed. A fractional loss 
.of -3.4 average items is exhibited in the project method, a -2.4 for 
the films and the average gain between the final test and the delayed 
·test, for studying a textbook is +.19 average items answered correctly. 
In summary, the following paired tables indicate the comparison of 
- -.~-·-
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'j!coras obtained by each method; All pretest and final scores are cam-
:pared with each technique also all pretest, final and delayed tests are 
evaluated, 
Tabla 14. Comparison of Universe - Electricity 
and Magnetism Tests Considering 
Pretest and Final 
Test Universe Electricity and 
Magnetism 
Elapsed Days 4 4 
Av, Pretest 11.3 11.3 
Av. Final 21.6 20.7 
Av, Gain 10,3 9.3 
Av. %of Possible 
Gain or Loss 74.9 67 .a 
The two tests show an identical pretest score of 11,3, The average dif-
terence in scores obtained in the final test is 21.6 for the Universe 
~est as compared to 20,7 for the Electricity and Magnetism test, a dif-
lt.'aranca of .9. When comparing the percent of possible gain between the 
two tests, the Universe test showed a gain of 6,9%, 
In learning by the project method, students earned 74.9% of new in-
formation concerning lmowledge of the Universe as compared to 67 .a% of 
~ormation not previously !mown of Electricity and Magnetism by viewing 
lt.'ilms and film strips. This difference of 6,9%would seam to favor the 
project method over the film method, 
,i 




Table 15. Comparison of Universe - Changing Earth Teats Considering 
Pretest and Final Test 
Test Elapsed Days Average Average Average Average % of Pas-
Pretest Final Gain sible Gain or loss 
Universe 4 11.3 tl.6 10.3 74.9 
Chang~ 
Earth 4 10.7 16.ll 5.6 37.9 
:There is a difference of .6 between the two pretests, 5,3 on the final, 
and a gain of 37.0% in favor of the project Universe over the textbook 
phanging Earth. 
The last comparison in these aeries of tests will consider the two 
~eats Electricity and Magnetism - Changing Earth • 
. Table 16. Comparison of Electricity and Magnetism - Changing Earth 




















Average % of Pos-
sible Gain or loss 
67 .a 
37.9 
~s shown, the difference in .pretest scores is ,6 and 4.4 in the final, 
iindicating an improvement of 3,7 and 29.9% in favor bf .the film technique 
bver the textbook method. 
An analysis of these three techniques shows that-the tmit, The Uni-
verse, taught by the project method resulted in a greater gain than the 
' 
hnit Electricity and Magnetism, studied by the use of film and filmstr~ps 
' 
' ~d teacher explanations and The Changing Earth employing a textbook and 
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' 
worksheets, The films and film strips test showed more gain than the 
,textbook, Considering the fact that the mean differences were slight in 
:the pretests, then it would seem that the methods enjoying the largest 
gains in the final test for that particular unit merit att.ention. 
The following three tables consider the relative retention of facts 
·mastered in the same tests over an indicated period of time. 
Table 17, Comparison of Universe- Electricity and Magnetism Tests 

















·This table indicates an average difference in final and delayed scores 
of -5.2% for The Universe method and -2.4 for viewing films and film 
·strips. These t.;o figures reveal that over periods of 34 and 37 days 
respectively, 3,2 and 2.4% of all facts previously mastered in each unit 
have been supplanted by erroneous ideas, The table reflects the relative 
utility of the two methods when we analyze the difference in the negative-
ness of the two scores. The difference of -.8% loss between the two 
scores indicate less retention of facts using the project method over 
the films and film strips bet.veen the delayed test and the final test. 
~owever, the Universe final score showed a 21.6 average whereas the film 
final was 20.7. ·where the Universe delayed test could increase its 




iLilcewise, the drcilp in scores which is to be expected over a period of 
' . 
1
time is not equal since the Universe test could conceivably decline 21,6 
',to the others 20,7. Therefore, when we analyze the average delayed 
,:tests, we see an increment of only .1 over the Universe average delayed, 
When we are· aware of the relatively high average final of the Univera• 
.test (2.1,6) as compared to the lower average test covering Electricity 
;and Magnetism (20,7), the average loss is nbt so striking even though 
,there is a difference o:f 3 days in lapse of time between tests. 
The next comparison of tests contain final and delayed scores of 
the Universe-Ghanging Earth series, 
Table 18. Comparison of Universe-Ghanging Earth Tests 
Considering Final - Delayed Tests 
Test Elapsed Average Average Average 
Days Final Delayed Gain or Loss 
Universe 34 :u.s 18,3 -3,2 
Changing 
Earth 3& 16.3 16.5 +.1.9 
·Again, there is a significant difference in test scores. Where the class 
.. average dropped 3,2 items inine Universe delayed test, there was an 
actual average gain o:f .19 :for the test covering items mastered by the 
:textbook method, 
I 
Since one would naturally expect a lower s,g_ore in a delayed test 
:isome explanation for an average higher score should be rendered. It 
I 
'imust be remembered that the first social studies tmit covered Conserva-
~· The concepts contained in this unit entail in part those o:f Our 
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Changing Earth. However, since this was envisioned at the outset of the 
experiment, great care was used to avoid teaching any factual material 
on Our Changing Earth after the· one week of instruction outlined in 
Table 2. If t\lere were concepts which were indirectly connected to the 
test, the fact that the bulk of material covered inthe Unit Our Changing 
Earth was monumental when compared to the material covered when utilizing 
Fhe project method and viewing films-~. Each daily lesson in Conservation 
was carefully planned and geared to teach five phases of the unit. There 
were plants, animals, minerals, water and soil in that order and all 
direct learning contained other facts not previously taught. No doUbt, 
13'ince the delayed test was administered two weeks after the unit Conserva-
tion commenced, the atmosphere was conducive to a better performance • 
..---
' 
Puring the daily sharing of news and science which is assigned, more 
opportunity was afforded to increase their lmowledge in astronomy and 
electricity by direct classroom instruction before those delayed tests. 
This was seemingly unavoidable since news of this nature prepared and 
brought into the classroom was extremely popular after the units were 
~aught. These variables were uncontrollable, and it is the feeling of 
the writer that their influence o~ the delayed tests was insignificant. 
,One might only conjecture that the learning technique offered by the 
textbooks method had more lasting. effect on final results when comparing 
.the final test to the delayed. 
The last comparison in this series will entail the final and delayed 
tests of the units Electricity and Magnetism and The Changing Earth. 
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Table 19. Comparison of Electricity and Magnetimn -






















.With-butcotwo days difference in time favoring the Changing Earth test, 
the average gain of factual knowledge favors the textbook method. Where 
,the textbook Changing Earth showed a +.19 gain the film method revealed 
·.a -2.4 loss. 
In order to consider the amount·•of knowledge gained by the three 
:methods, a further breakdown in pairs of scores is necessary. This 
; 
I 
consideration entails the difference in their pretest scores compared to 
the delayed test. A general picture of this is given in Table 5. A 
more specific comparison is giYen below. 
··;F 
Table 20. Comparison of Universe-Electricity and 
Magnetimn Tests Considering Pretest to 
Delayed Test 














~e above ta~le shows that in both instances the average pretest scores 
were the same (ll.3), There is but ,1 difference in their delayed test 
p1eans, The percentage difference of .7 would naturally be assigned to 
the technique involving films. The difference in scores is not great 
,~nough to say that the film method enjoys an overwhelming advantage over 
~hac• project technique. 
' 
' 
The next pairs of scores figure the difference in the Universe-
IPlw!ging Earth tests, 
Table 21. Comparison of Universe-changing Earth Tests 
Considering Pretest to Delayed Test 









'!The Universe pretest score of ll,3 was superior by ,6. After a lapse of 
:f 
time enumerated in Table 2 the delayed tests whow a mean gain of 7,0 for 
the project Universe method and 5,8 for the Changing Earth, a difference 
,;or 2,2 average items answered corl:'ectly by each member of the class over 
,the text involving textbooks. The percentage means favor the project 
~thod bt a differenQe of 10,5%. 







Table 22. Comparison of Electricity and Magnetism and 
Changing Earth Tests Considering Pretest 
to Delayed Test 
Pretest Mean DeJ.ayed Test Mean % of Possible 




ism 11.3 18.4 7.1 51.8 
Changing 
Earth 10.7 16.5 5.8 40.6 
There is a small difference, .6, between the pretest scores. The 
~ean difference of the delayed tests is 1.3 points and 11.2 percentage 
~oints higher favoring the film method over textbooks. 
Results of Tests 
,, 
! 
In summarizing the results of this experiment, the ranking order of 
~:f':t'iciency of each technique in the pretest-final test is (l) Universe-
'project method 74.9%, (2) Electricity and Magnetism-film method 67.8% and 
,(3) ChaJJ.ging; Earth-textbook method 37 .9%. 
After an approximate six weeks lapse of time, using the same instru-
~nt for measuring facts previously learned, the order ist (l) Changing 
I 
f!:arth-textbook +.19%, (2) Electricity and Magnetism-film -2.4% and (3) 
l,~iverse-project method -3 .2%. 
:i The scores which best describe the total learning from the pretest 
:~o the delayed and give a truer picture of the fund of knowledge mastered 
are the order and percentage averages exhibited below. The Electricity-








1score, the Universe-project method 51.1% and the Changing Earth-textbook: 





The ranking order of learning from the test results were' (l) films 
filmstrips (2) the project method (3) textbooks and worksheets. 
Comparison of Questionnaire to Test Results 
.An interesting sidelight is the response of the students' ~uestion­
·!naires distributed after the testing program. They were asked to answer 
;the circulated copy and were told that it had no effect on their test 
,, 
'!scores. Since the questionnaire, which appears below and in the appendix, 
iattempted to measure their attitude toward a technique, it is assumed 
i 
:that their responses were honest in accordance with their feelings. Of 
I . 
,I 
.;35 students, fifteen enjoyed the films, 14 liked the project and 7 pre-
ilferred studying a textbook and completing worksheets. Curiously enough, 
,i 
ilthe indicated enjoyment recorded by the class is similar in rank: and per-
., 
.'centage difference of the objective scores. Item two of the questionnaire 
'records the largest score for the le11,st enjoyable tas.k, textbook and 
worksheets (17). Elevc students disliked the project and 8 would rather 
,ihave done something else than view a film or filmstrip. Again, pupils 1 
!dislikes were roughly proportionate to their accumulation of knowledge, 
,iutilizing three techniques. Nineteen students thought they knew more 
I 
Jab out The Universe before instruction began than the other two units. 
i 
',Ten students felt more proficient on the subject, The Changing Earth, and 
',seven claimed a familiarity with Electricity and Mag,rietism. Actually, 
ijthe pretest scores for the project method and films and film strips were 
67 
:/identical ( 11.3), where the pretest score fer The Changing Earth employing 
' ~he textbook method was 10.7. These subjective feelings are, in part, a 
;contradiction to the scores obtained on the objective tests. These same 
'children thought that the textbook caused them to learn more followed 
i 
:by .t'ilms and the project. These scores were 21, 9 and 6. Again, accord-
' 
:ling to the results of the test, their feelings are in direct conflict 
,, 
! 
with the data. Likewise, when 20 students claim the project method was 
1
:o.t' ,less value as a learning technique, eleven for films and filmstrips 
:and five for textbooks, then it maybe concluded on-the basis of their 
,,objective scores that they feel "real" learning is obtained by reading 
:and working a printed page. The last item on the questionnaire asked, 
·,"Which unit do you think you know more about now?" Sixteen pupils thought 
f". !the textbook nethod carried more knowledge to them. Fourteen voted for 
[the project method and but six for .t'ilms and film strips. Where their 
,!estimate of learning is true for the project technique, their judgment 
,of knowledge about Electricity {films) and The Changing Earth (textbook) 







1. Which method of instruction and learning did you enjoy the mostt 
a, project 
b, films and film. strips 




· 2, Vlhich method of instruction did you enjoy least? 
a, project 
b. films and filmstrips 




, 3, Whioh unit did you know more about before instruction beg;ant 
a, Universe 
b, Electricity 




4. Which method of instruction caused you to learn moret 
a, project 
b, films and filmstrips 




: 5. iVhioh method of instruction caused you to learn lesst 
a, project 
b. films and filmstrips 















SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The comparative analyses or three tests, final, delayed and pretest 
to delayed are described below. These scores refer to the exact ex-
.!'erimental situation described in previous chapters and are not to be 
considered a panacea for isolating a method to teach a subject. Each 
teaching situation is unique in teacher inrluence, physical and emotional 
etatus of children, intelligence, and various other factors. There are 
jnany or these variables which could not possibl:f be controlled by the 
:: 
·~se of one method, whereas some were Olllitted by the very nature of the 
' 
' ~echnique used, To cite an instance, except for limited teacher explana-
' 
tion involving the rilm technique, a great deal of direction, discussion 
' 
'and explanation must necessarily cover a unit involving either the pro-
·iject method or the use of textbooks, 
Where the past experiences of children may cause them to favor one 
technique above another because of its appeal regardless of the eduoa-
tional outcome, the challenge of the teacher becOllles more demanding when 
' teaching by the least desired method of the pupil. Although each method 
\! 
'parried the knowledge to the learner, one can only rationalize his 
' 
thinking in terms of one subject being easier or more diUicult to 
]faster than the other. To merely state that this "course" reconnnended 
:~or a given grade has its weaknesses and implications. One might err in 
,, 










:definitely that a technique is most appropriate for transmitting know-
ledge for a specific subject needs further investigation. 
This educational material was chosen with the entire social studies 
program constantly in the background.. The techniques assigned to each 
•; subject used in the experiment were imaginative in their application 
·because of the lack of a slide rule formula to teach exact material with 
a diagnostically proven method. 
The purpose of this experiment was to use three different teaching 
. techniques applied to three dissimilar science units at the 6th grade 
·level. A pretest, final test and delayed test were administered to 
• asoertain whether any of the three techniques were superior to the 
•others. These tests attempted to measure the factual knowledge con-
i 
(', ; tained in each unit taught lilly the techniques previously described. 
(1) The first comparison of tests reveals the higher scores in 
.·the project method than in viewing films and filmstrips and also 
studying a textbook with related worksheets. The average final score 
!for these tests were: Uriiverse (project) 21.6, Electricity and Magnetism 
'i (film) ~o. 7 and Changing Earth (textbook) 16.:5>. 
(2:) After approximately six weeks of instruction, using the same 
; measuring instrtnnent, we find that the method employing a project as 
a means of conveying information lost 3.2 as compared to a decrease of 
~.4 average items using films and filmstrips. The textbooks showed an 
increase of .19. The means for the delayed tests were: Universe 18.3, 
. Electricity and Magnetism 18.4 and Changing Earth 16.5, respectively. 
(3) The possible percent of mean gains of the pretest to the 




lfinal i! test by using the project, film and textbook methods were 74.9, 
i67,8, 37.9 respectively. A difference of 7.1 percent favors the project 
':over the textbook method, When we compare the increase in percent 
,~etween the film and textbook, we see a difference of 26,9%more in-
iformation mastered by the use of films. 
(4) The pretest to the delayed test focuses attention to resulting 
,percentages. The viewing of films increased the students' knowledge 
51.8 percent from the pretest, where 51,1 percent more information was 
:acquired by the project method, The third technique, textbook and 
worksheets showed a 40,6 percent increase in knowledge over the preseat. 
These results describe the outcomes of the material as taught by 
:!three procedures under the conditions explained. It vrould appear that 
'limited conclusions support the claim, in this experiment, of a alight 
:superiority in teaching by the use of films over projects and that both 
:enjoy a substantial advantage over the use of textbooks, 
Suggestions for Further Experimentation 
One should profit from an experience, With this well-worn but 
:serviceable maxim in mind, the follow:illg suggestions for further ex-
,perimentation are made: 
1. It might be more valid to demonstrate an experimental unit in 
a single day with all pupils present. This would limit the absentee 
'variable, 
2, The influence of the teacher should be subordinate to the 
,experimental method as much as possible. This might entail the use of 
i!-
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bther less teacher-oriented techniques. 
3. For testing purposes, units utilizing homework might be elimina-
:lted. This would insure a homogeneous approach to the unit, timewiae, 
:~ontent-.vise and would tend to eliminate reading problems which might 
aisoourage a pupil from adequately pursuing his assigned task. 
4. A single unit o:t: uniform material might be used employing the 
~hree techniques noted in this experiment. Thus, a possible variable, 
' 
:i.e,, a dif:t:erence in dif:t:iculty o:t: material, would be minimized. 
5. Two or more instructors might teach identical units, employing 
identical techniques with their respective classes. Assuming that the 
~its and methods are mutually planned, resulting data should increase 
























WORKSHEET FOR CONSTRUCTING PLANETARIUM 
Facts About The Solar System 









Between 2,000 and 6,000 










The diameter of the sun is 864,000 miles or 5 feet 7 inches 
Miles from Sun Distances on Chart 
36 million 2 inches 
67 million 3-J./4 inches 
93 million 4-3/8 inches· 
142 million 6-3/4 inches 
483 million 1 foot-10 inches 
886 million 3 feet- 7 inches 
1,782 million 7 feet- 1 inch 
2, 793. million ll feet 
3,670 million 14 feet- 8 in.ches 
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SYNOPSIS OF FILMS AND FILMSTRIPS 
Magnetism: Black and White, 10 minutes 
Coronet Instructional Films 
Content: 
A boy and girl experiment with magnets. They find out through ex-
perimenting and building materials what the poles are and what they do. 
Like poles repel and unlike poles attract. Magnetism will go through 
things like glass and paper. Around avery magnet there is a field of 
force. The earth is like a huge bar magnet with a field of force and 
poles that will attract compass needles. By passing an electric current 
through a coil of wire around a soft iron core, an electro-magnet is made. 
Electro-magnets may be made to do work in an electric motor and to make 
electricity in a generator. 
Sequence and SUlllll18.ry: 
Joe and Alice are in their yard playing with a home made telegraph. 
Joe explains tha~.a magnet makes it work. 
Joe takes Alice into his workshop to show her how a magnet works. 
He shows his collection of bar, horseshoe and compass magnets. 
Lodestones are natural magnets and a compass needle points north. 
The ends are called poles. There are the north and south poles. He 
explains that unlike poles attract and like poles repel. 
They pick up material with a magnet to show that certain materials 
such as pins, nails and iron filings may be attracted to a magnet. ~~gnets 
will not pick up wood, rubber or a glass marble. Wire nails can be 
temporarily magnetized when picked up with a magnet. 
Joe strokes one end of a hack saw blade on one end of the magnet and 
makes a temporary magnet. He also attracts a metal charm pin with a 
magnet through glass. Joe further explains that magnetism is different 
than electricity because electricity will not go through insulators such 
as glass and rubber. Joe sprinkles iron filings on the glass and holds 
a bar magnet under it. The filings form a pattern called magnetic fields 
of force. 
The earth is like a huge bar magnet with fields of force running from 
pole to pole. A compass tells direction because it follows these lines of 
force. 
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Joe explains that a telegraph is made by winding wire around a sort 
iron bar. You connect the wire to some dry cells and put on a mvitch. 
The bar becomes magnetized when the current is turned on but it loses its 
magnetism when there is no current. A telegraph works in much the same 
way. The key in a telegraph becomes the gwitch. 
Joe makes an electro-magnet and demonstrates it. These are used in 
motors. Joe demonstrates how electricity is made '"ith a magnet. He 
hooks up a Galvinometer to a coil of wire passing ~ bar magnet through 
the wire. The meter shows that electricity is being generated by this 
process. They hook up a bulb instead of the meter and produce their own 
electricity by the use of an electrdmagnet. 
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Introduction to Electricityt 10 minutes, color 
Coronet Instructional Films 
Contentt 
This film presents illustrations of static electricity; how electri-
city is made from placing ~~o strips of metal, one copper, the other 
zinc, in a solution of baking soda. This forms a wet cell. A flash-
light is examined to see how a dry cell works, It illustrates haw 
electrons move from negative to positive and current flmvs from positive 
to negative and materials that are conductors and insulators. The film 
displays hew magnetic lines of force are made from iron filings and a ... 
magnet and that the passing of wire through the lines of fqrce again and 
again generates larger amounts of electricity. 
Sequences and Surmnaryt 
David's hobby is collecting flashlights. His sister, Marilyn, came 
into his room to complain about her hair sticking to her comb. 
David looked at the comb and held it to his ear and listened, What 
he heard reminded him of a sound during thunder storms,· He remembered 
also, that when he scuffed his feet on a rug and touched metal with his 
hand, there -mas a tiny spark. 
David knew these were examples of static electricity. 
tried to wipe her comb en her skirt. The comb became more 
picked up tiny pieces of paper. 
1'JB.rilyn 
charged and 
Marilyn tried to use this static electricity in her comb to light a 
bulb, but the static electricity didn't light it. 
David uses copper and zinc in his cell; he places the two metal 
strips in a solution of water and soda. This forms a wet cell. When 
wires, running from each strip of metal, are connected to a voltmeter, 
the needle shews that electricity is flowing through the wires, 
A dry cell is like packaged electricity. 
ex~ined and the button completes a circuit. 
to use at home for our lamps. 
David's flashlight is 
Dry cells are too expensive 
David and Marilyn had many questions. They decided to go to the 
local power station, where the electricity for lamps and other household 
uses is generated. 
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¥~. Gibbons, the engineer at the power plant, explained to them that 
electricity is the movement of electrons. Yvhen David scuf'fed his feet 
across the rug, he scraped off electrons from the rug onto his shoes. 
He became charged with electricity. Then, when he touched metal, the 
electrons j~nped off David to the metal. 
Mr. Gibbons also explained the way a wet cell works. The chemical 
action of the soda water causes the copper to give off electrons. These 
then move across the water to the zinc. Then, the electrons flow through 
the wire and back to the copper. If the circuit is broken, the electrons 
pile up and the current stops. 
Mr. Gibbons asked if David and Marilyn knew· the difference bet\'{9en 
conductors and insulators. Marilyn said that copper wire is a conductor 
because it will carry electricity, and glass is an insulator because it 
will not carry electricity. 
Magnets make loose iron filings move into a set pattern. This 
pattern indicates the magnetic lines of force - or magnetic field. 
Faraday discovered that passing a wire across the lines of force of a 
magnet generates a small amount of electricity. 
Passing a wire through the lines of force again and again generates 
larger amounts of electricity. This principle is used to generate 
electricity for the city in which David and Marilyn live. 
Conclusions: 
These questions David and Marilyn had about statio electricity led 
them to acquire much knowledge about electricity in general. 
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Making Electricity: Black and White, 11 minutes 
Encyclopedia Britannica Films 
Content • 
Describe the construction of a miniature generator in the school 
laboratory; illustrates how the same principle applies in generating 
electricity at a hydro-electric plant. 
Orientation• 
wVhatever the source of electric power, whether a large commereial 
generator or a miniature generator, the production of electricity always • 
requires a magnet, a coil of wire, and some kind of power. 
Sequences and Edited Narration: 
Making a generator. A magnet and a coil of wire are needed to 
make a ganerato~ A generator is a device which will make electricity. 
A very little electricity can be made by just moving a coil past the 
magnet. The coil has to have an iron center. The larger the coil and 
the faster the movement, the more electricity is made. The wire is wound 
with a winder leaving an end to hook onto and winding evenly back and 
forth to make it smooth. The wire at both ends are soldered to the 
iron center which is called an armature. By fastening the armature in 
a cover plate and placing the magnets over them, enough electricity to 
light a light bulb is generated as long as the motion is continued. 
The bulb is connected to the generator by tvro wires, Electricity is a 
movement of- tiny particles through the ;vires and so long as it flows 
through the wires, the light will glow. 
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The Flow of Electricity: Black and White, 10 minutes. 
Young America Films 
Content; 
Presents the factors that affect the flow of electricity in a simple 
circuit and the application of such a cirduit in the home, 
Purpose of the film; 
To present the factors which affect the flow of electricity; to 
introduce the electron theory; to show~he application of a simple 
circuit in a home situation. 
Sequences and sur:m:naryt 
Home uses of electricity. EVery day in our home we use electricity 
in many ways; in lamps, radios, vacuum cleaners, fans toasters, and 
ironers. These and many more are conveniences which make our daily life 
easier and more pleasant. 
Betty is having trouble turning on the lamp, Bob, her brother shOW'S 
her that the lamp must be plugged into the wall socket. Betty wants to 
know where the electricity comes from and why it makes the lamp light, 
so the children decide to ask Dad, 
How a dry cell supplies electricity, Dad takes Bob and Betty to 
the kitchen to demonstrate how an electric dry cell will supply 
electricity to light a lamp. He shows them the two wires at the bottom 
of the lamp and points out the two terminals an the cell which act like 
doors letting the electricity flow out and in, When the two wires are 
attached to the terminals, the lamp will light, Inside the cell are 
electrons which move about everywhere, When the cell is connected, it 
pushes the electrons along the wires. This movement of electrons that 
causes electricity is the flow of electrons. 
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The Wonder of Eleotricityt Color 
Eye Gate House 
Frame Sub-title of picture 
Number Picture 
1, Professor in laboratory 
working at invention, 
2, Leyden jar with its parts 
diagrammed, 
3. Leyden jar, electricity 
being released from it, 
4, Benjamin Franklin and boy 
observing lightning from a 
window. 
5, Benjamin Franklin observing 
lightning striking tree, 
6, Franklin with boy assisting 
sends kite up into clouds, 
7, Franklin attached key to kite 
string and holds a ribbon 
attached to the key. 
8, Franklin and assistant flying 
kite experiment, spark from key 
jumps to knuckles of Franklin, 
9, Franklin attaches experimental 
kite string to Leyden jar. 
10. Galvani experimenting with 
electricity and frog. 
In 1745, a professor at the 
University of Leyden invented a jar 
in which a charge of electricity 
could be stored, 
This jar • called a Leyden jar. 
was made of glass, coated inside 
and out with tinfoil, 
Electricity in the Leyden jar 
could be released by connecting the 
tinfoil coatings by a wire, 
Benjamin Franklin noted that 
lightning and an electric flash 
travel in zigzag lines, 
Franklin· noticed that electricity 
and lightning set things on fire • 
melt metals, kill people. 
During a thunderstorm, Franklin 
sent a kite up into the clouds-, 
Franklin attached a key to the 
string of the kite. He tied a 
ribbon to the key. 
As the string became wet, 
Franklin put his knuckles near the 
key, A spark jumped from the key to 
his hand, 
Franklin filled a Leyden jar with 
lightning from the clouds. He 
found that the lightning worked like 
electricity, 
Luigi Galvani lived in Italy, He 
noticed that electricity near the 
leg of a frog made the leg jump. 
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Frame Sub-title of picture 
Number Picture 
11. Volta, reading Galvani 1s 
experiment. 
12. Volta experimenting. 
13, Volta and assistant. 
14. Volta demonstrating to four 
men, a battery he constructed. 
15. Oersted working in laboratory. 
lo. Oersted holding an electrically 
charged wire over compass. 
17. No picture. 
18. Faraday experimenting with 
magnet, coiled wire and meter. 
19. Faraday experimenting with 
dynamo. 
, 20. Modern generator. 
" 
Allesandro Volta, professor of 
physics at the University of Pavia 
in Italy, read about Galvani's 
experiment. 
Volta placed pieces of flannel 
soaked in salt water betvreen zinc 
and copper disks. 
He connected each metal with 
wire and produced an electric current. 
In 1800, Volta produced a battery 
that gave a steady current of 
electricity. 
In 1819, Professor Hans Oersted 
of Copenhagen disc.overed the con-
nection between electricity and 
magnetism. 
Oersted noticed that a wire 
carrying electricity for a battery 
caused a compass needle to swing 
around. 
Oersted proved the affect of an 
electric current on a magnetic 
needle. He concluded that electri-
city could be changed into magnetism. 
Michael Faraday, born in london, 
proved that a magnet could produce 
an electric current. 
Faraday produced the first dynamo 
which proved the relationship between 
magnetism and electricity. 
From Faraday's simple machine has 
grown the modern generator, by 
which electricity can be produced 
cheaply and in quantity. 
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Frame Sub-title of picture 
Number Picture 
Zl. Series of dynamos strung 
along countryside. 
22. Panoramic view of modern city. 
Our dynamos today produce 
electric power which can be carried 
hundreds of miles. 
Electricity lights our streets 
and homes, runs our trains and 
busses, provides the power for 
factories. 
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Electricity~ Black and Vl.hite 
Row Peterson and Company 
Frame Sub-title of picture 
Number Picture 
1. Panoramic view of tall, 
lighted buildings. 
2. View of kitchen. 
3. People watching television. 
4. Worker using lifting truck, 
5. Ele~ated trains, 
6, Magnetic crane in action. 
7. Nurse and patient demonstrating 
use of X-ray machine. 
8. Workers repairing electrical 
equipment. 
9. Amber picking up paper. 
10. Rubber rod picking up paper. 
Electricity provides light for 
buildings and what else? 
Electricity provides heat for 
cooking and what else? 
Electricity makes television 
possible--and what other means of 
communication? 
Electric power turns the motors 
of this lifting truck. l'ohat other 
tools and machines are driven by 
electric ¢otorst 
Electricity drives electric 
trains-and what other forms of 
transportation? 
Electric magnets of many shapes 
and sizes are used in industry. 
This is one of the largest. 
Electricity has many special 
uses, as in this X-ray machine. 
Thousands of people earn their 
livings by making and repairing 
electrical devices. 
A piece of amber, rubbed with 
wool, can pick up bits of paper or 
straw. The ancient Greeks made this 
discovery--one of man's first 
experiments with electricity. 
A rubber rod, rubbed with fur, 
has a charge of static, or frictional, 
electricity. It will attract small 




11, Glass rod attracting a pith 
ball, 
12, Glass rod repelling a pith 
ball, 
13, RUbber and glass rods picking 
up paper. 
14, Bolt of lightning in the sky. 
15, Pinwhee 1 machine, 
16, Generating control room. 
17. Three sizes of dry cells. 
18, Wet cell, 
19, storage battery. 
20. Hand made generator, 
SUb-title of Picture 
This glass rod, rUbbed with silk, 
also has a charge of static, or 
frictional, electricity, It is 
attracting a light ball of pith, 
An instant later the ball is 
repelled, or pushed away. The ball 
has taken on a charge fram the rod. 
Charges that are alike repel each 
other, 
There are two kinds of electric 
charges, RUbber rUbbed with wool 
has a negative charge. Glass rUbbed 
with silk has a positive charge. 
Lightning is a huge spark of 
static electricity, 
This machine can make sparks of 
static electricity three or four 
inches long. 
Electricity became really useful 
when men learned to produce currents 
of electricity instead of mere 
sparks, 
We can get small currents from 
dry cells such as these. 
We can get small currents from 
wet cells, too, This is the simplest 
kind of wet cell. 
The storage battery of an auto-
mobile is made up of several wet 
cells. 
This is a small generator, Turn 
the handle and it will produce 




21, Large generator, 
2~. Scene of a dam. 
23, Dry cell, switch bulb, and 
wire hooked up in a diagram 
with an arrow pointing to the 
cell. 
24. Same picture as frame #23 with 
arrow pointing to the bulb. 
2,5, same picture as frame #23 with 
arrow pointing to the switch. 
26, Same picture as frame #23 with 
arrows pointing to the wires. 
27. Dry cell, button, bell and 
electrical wire hooking them up, 
28. Heating pad, switch and wire, 
29. Heating iron, •vire hooked up 
to 75 dry cells. 
SUb-title of Picture 
In this power house, current is 
produced by a big generator driven 
by a steam turbine. 
In the building at the foot of 
the dam there are generators driven 
by the force of falling water, 
To use a current of electricity, 
you must arrange a path, or circuit, 
for it to follow. In any circuit 
there must be a source of electric 
current. What h it here7 
In an electric circuit, there is 
something for the current to operate. 
What is it here? 
In an electric circuit, there is 
Ullually a device for turning the 
current on or off--for making or 
breaking the circuit, What is it 
here? 
In an electric circuit there are 
usually wires to carry the current. 
How many separate wires do you see7 
In this circuit, what is the 
source of current? What is being 
operated? What is making and 
breaking the circuit? What is 
carrying the current? 
What part o:f a complete circuit 
is not shown in this picture 1 
About 75- dry cells would be needed 
to heat this iron, and they would 
soon wear out, -When we need strong 
currents we depend upon generators. 
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Frame Sub-title o~ Picture 
Number Picture 
so. Two dry cells, 
cross section. 
is marked. 
one is shown as a 
Each terminal 
Every cell has a positive pole (%) and a negative pole (-). 
31. Two dry cells, switch and genera- Notice how these cells are con-
tor hooked up. Wires are connec- nected. I~ the two positive poles, 
ted ~rom negative terminal o~ one or the two negative poles were con-
battery to positive terminal nected, the current would not ~low. 
o~ the other. The other two 
wires are connected to switch 
and generator. 
32. Dry cell battery hooked up to 
light bulb with a nail serving 
as part o~ the wire. 
33. Dry cell, switch and bell 
hooked up, the circuit is 
open because o~ two simple 




Two batteries, a bulb, bell, 
double through switch wired so 
that the bulb will light i~ the 
switch is thrown one way and 
ring the bell i~ thrown the other. 
Two dry cell batteries wired 
positive to positive, negative 
to negative, wired to a tele-
graph set. 
A dry cell wired to a bulb and 
bell with a double-throw switch. 
Some materials are called good 
conductors because electricity ~lows 
through them easily. Here a nail is 
being tested. 
Because o~ a mistake in wiring, 
there is a short circuit here. 
Trace the path o~ the current. 
When will the bell ring? 
What will happen H 
throw switch is thrown 
right? to the le~? 
this double-
to the 
This telegraph set does not 
work. Why? 
What will happen i~ this switch 
is thrown to the right1 to the le~1 
37. Two dry cells hooked up to a bell, Will this set-up work1 
bulb and a double-throw switch. 
38. Two dry cella, two bells, three Which would you open to keep both 
throw switches wired. One o~ the bells hom ringing'l 




39, Home-made "electrical 
questioner" being operated, 
40, Wiring of "questioner" ehown, 
41. Diagram shO\m front and back 
of a "'questioner". 
42 .• Three cells, three lights, a 
throw switch wired up in 
series. 
~. Three dry cells, three bulbs, 
a throw switch wired up in 
parallel. 
44, Pictures of types of switches. 
Sub-title of Picture 
With this "electrical questioner" 
a buzzer sounds when you have 
selected the correct answer. 
Here is the back of the "ques-
tioner." Why doesn't the buzzer 
sound when you choose the wrong 
answer? 
You can easily make a questioner 
of your own, 
These three lamps are connected 
in series. Ylhat will happen if one 
lamp burns out? 
These three lamps are connected 
in parallel, What will happen if 
one lamp burns out? 
flhat are these devices? 
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Four pictures of horseshoe 
magnets. 
Same magnets shown in frame #1 
attracting iron and steel. 
Same magnets shown in frame #1 
with its ends labeled Nand S. 
Bar magnet suspended in air, 
another bar magnet with the 
opposite pole is attracting it. 
Same bars as shown in frame #4 
only both N poles are repelling 
each other. 
Iron filings sprinkled on card-. 
board with a bar magnet under 
the cardboard form lines of 
force. 
7. Dry cell wired to throw switch 
and bar, magnet picks up 
scissors. 
8. Same picture as shown in frame #7 
with throw switch open. 
9. Diagram of electric magnet, 
SUb-title of Picture 
Magnets like these are magnets 
all the time. They are called 
permanent magnets, 
The magnets are attracting things 
made of iron and steel. They are 
not attracting things made of other 
substances. 
The ends of a magnet are its 
poles. Every permanent magnet has 
an N pole and an S pole, 
Are the N and S poles attracting 
(pulling) or repelling (pushing) 
each other? 
Are the two N poles attradting 
or repelling each other? 
Cover a bar magnet with a card-
board, and sprinkle on some iron 
filings. The filings arrange them-
selves along the magnet's lines of 
·force, 
This magnet is not a permanent 
magnet. It is an electric magnet. 
An electric magnet is not a mag-
net unless electricity is flowing 
through it. 
An electric magnet is made of an 
iron core surrounded by a coil of 
wire. You can see the core, but 
the coil has been v~apped with 




10. Horseshoe bar and electric 
magnet. 
11. Dry cell, 
12. Dry cell wired to throw 
switch. 
13. Electromagnet picking up 
nails. 
14. Iron bolt, paper and wire.· 
15. Paper'""Wrapped bolt with wire 
turned several times around 
bolt. 
16, Dry cell wired to throw switch 
and bolt. 
17, Two pictures of electromagnets, 
one attracting the iron filings 
the other releasing the filings 
18. Groups of pencils, sticks, 
crayons, corlc eraser, matches; 
other group contains bolt jacks, 
t~cks, pen point. 
19. Two patterns of filings, one 
formed by permanent magnet, the 
other, an electric magnet. 
20. Suspended permanent magnet 
being attracted by an electric 
magnet. 
Sub-title of Picture 
Vlhich of these is an electric 
magnet7 
The electric current for our 
experiments comes from this dry cell. 
This is a switch. 
turning a current of 
on or off, 
It is used for 
electricity 
What ¥rill happen to these nails 
if the electricity is switched off? 
You can make an electric magnet, 
Take an iron bolt and wrap a layer 
of paper around it. 
Then wrap wire around the bolt. 
Leave about a foot of wire free at 
both ends for connections. 
Uow connect the wires to a dry 
cell and a switch and your magnet 
will lift things like the iron 
filings shown here. 
Which of these pictures shavrs 
what happens when the electricity 
is turned off7 
An electric magnet will attract 
the things at the right, but not 
those at the left. Why? 
Iron filings make the same pattern 
around an electric magnet that they 
make around a permanent magnet of 
the same shape , 
Electric magnets too, have N and S 
poles. llhich pole is being held to 





21. Same picture as in frame #20 
only the pole of' the electric 
magnet has been reversed. 
22, Two electric magnets 
attracting each other. 
23, An electric magnet picking 
up five nails, 
24, Two dry cells wired to an iron 
bolt. 
25. Tlvo dry cells wired to an iron 
bolt with fewer windings than 
the picture in frams #25. 
26, A toy derrick wired as an 
electric magnet. 
27, Picture of telegraph sender, 
telephone receiver bell, 
buzzer, toy motor and generator. 
; 28. Picture of' a doorbell. 






Toy motor with A arrow pointing 
to an electric magnet and B, C 
arrmvs pointing to two bar mag-
nets. 
Electric magnet with A, B arrows 
pointing to t·.vo coil~, C, D, 
pointing to the term1nals • 
Sub-title of' Picture 
Now the same end of' the electric 
magnet attracts the N pole of' the 
suspended magnet , Study this and 
the preceding picture carefully. , 
Save the wires been changed? 
The heads of' two electric magnets 
are attracting each other, Are the 
heads like poles or opposite poles? 
With one dry cell this magnet 
picks up five nails. How can you 
make it able to pick up more? 
With two cells, the magnets be-
come stronger. In what important 
way, then, is an electric magnet 
different from a permanent magnet? 
This magnet picks up fewer nails 
even though there are two dry cells 
in the circuit, It has less vrire 
wrapped around it. 
A toy derrick with an electric 
magnet. How can you make the magnet 
drop its load 7 
Electric magnets make all of 
these things work. 
A doorbell has an electric 
magnet. Can you see what it does? 
This is a telegraph set. Can 
you find its electric magnet? 
This is a toy motor. What letter 
shows the electric magnet? IYhat are 
the long bars at B and Ct 
\Vhat letters mark the two electric 




32. Disassembled telephone 
receiver. 
33, Disassembled buzzer, 
34, Electric magnet used as a 
crane. 
35, Electric magnet picking up 
large scrape o£ metal. 
36, Electric magnet picking up a 
large piece o£ metal, 






High,vay sweeper operated by an 
electric magnet. 
Electric magnet picking up hot 
iron. 
Electric magnet picking up a 
large piece o£ metkl with only a 
fraction of the metal attached 
to the electric magnet, 
Electric magnet hoisting kegs 
of nails. 
42. Hand operated electric magnet 
picking up a large bar of 
steel. 
43. Electric generators. 
Sub-title o£ Picture 
There is an electric magnet in 
this telephone receiver, Can you 
find it? 
Is there an electric magnet in 
this buzzer? 
<'lhat will happen to the material 
on the ground when the magnet drops 
this heavy iron "skill cracker" 7 
Electric magnets can handle objects 
o£ odd shapes and sizes, 
Electric magnets can lift very 
heavy things. 
Electric magnets can work under 
water, 
The electric magnets on this 
truck "sweep" the highways, 
Electric magnets can handle hot 
iron or steel as well as cold. 
Electric magnets need only to 
touch only a S!llll.ll ra rt of the 
thing that is to be lifted, 
The magnet attracts the nails in 
these wooden kegs. 
A small electric magnet can lift 
a heavy ;veight. 
Electric magnets are an important 





SCIENCE FOR TODAY AUD TOMORRm"i OUR CHANGING EARTH 
When meeting any unit a knowledge of the vocabulary is most impor-
tant if you are to understand the material, With this in mind, a list 
of the most difficult words are listed below, Find these words in your 















DIRECTIONS: READ CAREFULLY AND REFER TO OFTEN. 
You have been given the choice of working alone or with one other 
student in your class. Your work for this week will be contained in your 
textbook. You are responsible for completing each assignment daily. I 
suggest that you read the material carefully perhaps t>vice if you feel it 
necessary. Make certain your worksheets are neat and that each item is 
answered as thoroughly as possible, If you do not finish the worksheet 
during class time take it home with your science book and consider it as 
homework. Bring it back the following day completed and be ready to 
discuss it in class. If you finish your work before the period is com-
pleted, I will check your paper. Only after I have seen your paper may 
you do some interesting and exciting activities that you will enjoy. 
These activities mayalso be carried out in the home and brought in to 
share with the class. Do not read beyond the pages listed on each work-
sheet. 
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Monday Worksheet (cont,) 
Name -----------
Date -----------
Assignment; READ THE FOU.OWING PAGES (213-214) and complete the follmving 
statements, 
1. 1Yhat are the things that indicate that the two pictures (page 213-214) 
are of the same place? Read pages 213-216 before you answer this 
question. 
2, How did the picture on page 214 get to look like the picture on 
page 2137 





4. What does ioe do to rocks? 
5. \Yhat do chemicals do to rocks? 




Monday Worksheet (cont.) 
N~ ~-------------------
Data --------------
How are winds and waves changers?-----------------
Explain how rocks and mountains are broken apart by• (1) heat and cold 




9. How does a geologist get his information and what are his conclusions? 





DIRECTIONS: Read Pages 220-230, 
11. Study the pictures on pages 220 and 221, After reading the section 
on pressure explain briefly what they mean. 
Pa .. e 220 
Pa e 221 
12. Geologists think that this process produces------------
13, Yfuat are the two ways that volcanoes change the earth? 
14. What are the two ways in which magma work? 
(1) 
(2) 
15. Imprints found in sedimentary rock are called-----------
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16. Where do paleontologists find fossils and prints? 
17. How does a paleontologist know what the entire fossil is if he has 
only a footprint? 
1. On pages 230-231 are some pictures of early life. If you have time and 
would like to use the encyclopedia you may find out more about the 
following• (You are not responsible for the information obtained.) 






























Use the encyclopedia and read about the Is.Brea tar pits in Los Angeles, 
Read experiment~ on page 223. Just bring the insect, 
Read experiment 1}3 on page 225, You will only need a fossil or an 
object that is solid and will make an impression. 
Read experiment #4 on page 226. You can use the same object, 
The bird on page 229 is an Ichthyornis, Use the encyclopedia to find 
out more about it. 
The flying reptile on the wall (page 229) is a Pteranodon, Use the 





DIRECTIONS: Read pages 232-235. Date ------------------
19. The picture on page 232 is a picture of 4 types of dinosaurs believed 
to be in existence around 6G-90 million years ago. They are from the 
left to right: Tyrannosaurus, Brontosaurus and Stegosaurus. The 
flying reptile is a Rhanphorynchus. 
The word dinosaur means ------------------------------------------
2:0. Scientists believe that the first birds developed from ----------
Zl. After the dinosaurs became extinct, what kind of animal dominated 
the earthf --------------------------------------------~---
· 22. What happened to the climate after the age of mannnals'--------
23. According to geologists-----------------------
;_-------------------------------------man first appeared. 
24. How did the soil increase? ---------------------------------------
25. Explain briefly the life of early man. -----------------






DIRECTIONS: Read pages 236-240. Date --------------------
2,7. Explain briefly man's new vray of life after he learned to plant. 
(Use your own words.) Cover the following areas: 
( 1) togetherness of people 
(2) earth, plants and animals 
(3) metals 
(4) domesticated animals 
(5) spring planting 
(6) astronomy 
28. How was trading carried out? 
29. What did the development of farming do to the soil' ---------
30. What did the cutting down of trees dot -----------------
31. Where has erosion left its mark?---------------------
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Thursday Worksheet (cont.) 
Name -------------------------
Date -----------
32. Vlnat are the specific areas mentioned that have suffered from erosion? 
If you finish, read the first page you received Monday. If you would like 
to do some of the experiments or encyclopedia work you may do so. These 






DIRECTIONS: Read pages 241-244. 
33. What happened to the land and big cities after erosion? 
-----
34. List the three groups that plan ways to stop erosion• 
(!) ___________________________________________ _ 
(&) 
---------------------------------------(3) ___________________________________________ _ 
35. Study the picture on page 241. Describe how contour plowing protects 
the soil. ------------------------------------------------------
3.6. Study the pictures on pages 242-244. Answer each question: 
(1) cover crop ---------------------------------
(2) fire-safety rules --------------------------
(3) sewage treatment -------------------------------------------------
(4) check ®ms -------------------------------------
(5) irrigation 
(?) dams 
(7) lumbering methods 
(8) trees 
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Saturday is a very good day to go to the Museum of Natural History located 







DIRECTIONS: Read the statement and draw a circle around the letter which 
has the best answer according to our reading, project and 
discussion, 




1, Cosmos means: 
a, beautiful order 
b, something funny 
c. the name of a planet 
2. The distance of the moon to the earth is about: 
a, 2,400 miles 
b, 24,000 miles 
c. 240,000 miles 
3.. The earth travels around the sun at the rate oft 
a. 12 miles a minute 
b, 120 miles a minute 
c, 1,200 miles a minute 
'4, A solar eclipse is when: 
a, the sun is between the moon and earth 
b. the moon is bet<.veen the earth and the sun 
c. the earth is between the moon and the sun 
5. Copernicus 1 theory was that: 
a, the telescope could prove all heavenly movements 
b, a lunar eclipse was the cause of falling meteors 
c, the earth is not the center of the universe 
6. The stars:. 
a. are very far away and do not revolve around the 
part of the solar system· 
b. are very far away and do revolve around the sun 
the solar system 
c. are very far away and do not revolve around the 
of the solar system 
sun and are not 
and are part of 
sun and are part 
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7. The earth is the: 
a. seventh planet from the sun 
b. fifth planet from the sun 
c. third planet from the sun 




9. As you move farther from the sun the planets • 
a. are larger 
b. vary in size 
o. are smaller 








12. A high-powered telescope has: 
a. three lenses 
b. tvto lenses that produce an upside dovm image 
c. one lense 
13. The temperature of the moon is determined by: 
a. special instruments 
b. observing through a telescope 
c • television 
is: 
14. Scientists can e~timate the temperature of a distant object: 
a. by its movement 
b. by its shape 
c. from the color of that object 






16, The moon is: 
a. an extremely hot and cold place 
b, always extremely cold 
c. always extremely hot 
17, Scientists: 
a, feel that they will be able to reach the moon 
b, know now that they will.never get to the moon 
o, have been to the moon already 
18, A small planet may be called 
a. a planetoid only · 
b, an asteroid only 
o, asteroids and planetoids 
19. Meteors are falling bits of rook 
a. that never burn out 
b. large enough to cause craters 
or 
o. measure the temperature of the 
metal: 
sun 
20, One of the brightest and most f•unous comet 
a, Jones 1 Comet 
b, Halley's Comet 
c. Galilee 1 s Comet 






22. The distance from the earth to the edge of the solar system is nearly: 
a. one thousand miles 
b. two million miles 
c. four billion miles 
23. Light travels at the rate oft 
a. 186,000 miles in one second 
b, 18,600 miles in one second 
c. 1,860 miles in one second 
24, A Light year is: 
a. 1 million miles 
b. 6 trillion miles 
c, 3 years 
. 25, Communicating v1ith other solar systems in the future: 
a, is likely 
b, is unlikely 
o, not considered 
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DIRECTIONS: Read the statement and draw a circle around the letter which 
has the best answer according to the textbook, Science for 
Today and Tomorrow. 








2. The gree;be st earth chane;er is: 
a. running water 
b. wind 
c. volcanoes 
3. Plants that grow on rocks that give off acids which crumble surfaces 




4. Geologists believe that many layered mountains were formed from material: 
a. that 'vas once at the bottom of the sea 
b. that fell from the sky 
c. that was there in the beginning 





6. The building up of pressure beds at the bottom of the sea for millions 
of years causes: 
a. the dry land to rise 
b. the dry land to fall into the sea 
c. none of the above 
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7. Most geologists now think that the earth is made up of several layers 
of material. The outer layer of crust being< 
a. thousands of miles thick 
b. 400 to 500 miles thiak 
c. 40 to 50 mi'les thick 
8. Molten rook is called: 
a. solid 
b. hot rock 
c. magma 
9. The only way of knowing what the plants and animals of long ago were 
like is tot 
10. 
a. imagine their size and shape 
b. explore the surface of the earth more carefully 
o. none of the above 




life based on fossils are called: 
11. Most geologists believe that a billion years ago there were: 
a. no sea animals but plants 
b. no land animals or plants 
c. land animals but no plants 
12. The study of the rocks and fossils leads geologists to think that 
about 250 million years ago the earth was: 
a. dry and cold 
b • wet and warm 
c • dry and warm 
13. Some dinosaurs :, 
' a. could live on land, in the sea, and fly 
b. were timid creatures 
c. none of the above 
14. Mammals are t 
a. more active than reptiles 
b. less active than reptilea 
c. cold blooded 
15. The first animals were t 
a. dinosaurs 
b. amphibians 






Millions of years ago a coat of rich soil over the earth's surface 
was caused by~ 
a, a mixture of e;rains mixed with the crumblin@; materials of dead 
plants and an:iJD.als 
b, the eruption of volcanoes covering the entire surface of the land 
c, a fertilizer added to the soil 
Early man often: 
a, had to wait from cold winter to the warm season until he could 
find food 
b. stored grains and other foods durin@; the summer 
c, none of the above 
One of the earlie.st discoveries that stopped early man from wandering 




19, Early man first learned: 
a, to use tools 
b, plant in@; 
c. none of the above 
20, The first buyin@; and selling was done: 
a, by the use of money 
b. by trading articles 
c, all of the above 
21, Early man• 
a, worked out a system of saving good soil 
b, knew nothing about conserving good soil 
c, was trying to save the good soil 
22, Contour plawin@;: 
a. sl017s dawn the flow of water 
b. is usually done on hills 
c, all of the above 
2.3, A.,OCWI1:'0r.op:: .. 
a. holds top soil down 
b. drains the soil of natural minerals 
c, consists of vegetable producing plants 
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24, Mature treest 
a. should be cut down 
b, grow to much greater heights 
c. are premature saplings 
25. Birds• 
a. are only a thing of beauty 
b, can protect the forest 
c. do more damage than good 
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ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM 
N~ -------------------
Date 
DIRECTIONS: Read the statemeht and draw a circle around the letter which 
has the best answer, according to our study of films and 
filmstrips. 








2. Magnets will attract through: 
a. air 
b. cardboard 
c. all of the above 
3. Iron:cfilinga sprinkled on paper with a magnet underneath will shm~ by 
a pattern: 
a. the solar system 
b. lines of force 
c. none of the above 
4. The earth is :. 
a. a magnet 
b. a sphere with mora land than water 
c. is spinning but not revolving 
5. An iron bar with a coil of wire around it passed through a magnet will 
produce: 
a. a cl.osedca:i:rc.li!it 
b. a greater explosion 
c. more electricity 
6. More turns of a wire around an iron bar will produce: 
a. a short circuit 
b. a greater explosion 
c. more electricity 

















11. A telegraph set ist 
a, an electromagnet 
b, very expensive 
c. complicated to make 
12. Electromagnets have a: 
a. north and south pole 
b. no poles at all 
c. weak magnetic field 
2 
13. If you stood on the North Pole the needle of the compass would point: 
a. down 
b, up 
c. in any direction you wanted 
14. Electricity is made up of: 
a. e lectrone 
b. friction 
c. heat 
15. A closed circuit will: 
a, explode 
b. cause a bulb to blow out 
c. light a bulb 




17. Electricity can be produced by placing copper and zinc in: 
a. water 
b. baking soda water f"\. o. any acid 
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18. A one inch piece of copper will hold as many electrons as there are: 
a. drops of water on the earth 
b. people on the earth 
c. none of the above 
19, Amber rubbed with wool can pick upt 
a. copper wire 
b • strips of stra>'7 and paper 
c. any object 
20, Electrical charges that are aliket 
a. repel one another 
b. attract another 
c. have no meaning 
21. The two kinds of electrical charges are:: 
a, negative and neutral 
b. positive and neutral 
c. positive and negative 
22. The ends of a magnet have: 
a. more force than the center 
b. less force than the center 
c. more force at one end 
23, If you stroke a needle back and forth with a magnet you will: 
a. magnetize it 
b. not magnetize it 
c. produce an electrical current 
24, Magnets are contained in: 
a. e lectrioal plugs 
b. telephones 
c. toasters 











1. Which method of instruction and learning did you enjoy the most? 
a, project 
b. films and film strips 
c. textbook and worksheets 
2, Which method of instruction did you enjoy least? 
a, project 
b. films and filmstrips 
c. textbook and worksheets 
3, Which unit did you know mora about before instruction began? 
a. Universe 
b, Electricity 
c , Our Changing Earth 
4, Which mathod of instruction caused you to learn mora? 
a, project 
b, films and film strips 
c. textbook and worksheets 
5. Whioh method of instruction caused you to learn lass? 
a, project 
b, films and film strips 
c. tex-tbook and worksheets 
6, Which unit do you think you knolV mora about now? 
a. Universe 
b. Electricity 
c, Our Changing Earth 
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